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Teamster Boss
Invited To
hear Charges
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Murray, Ky., Thursday-AfternoonT-Fehruary -28,-1957

Three Named ToAmbassador Posts

Murray To Be
Seen On 425
TV Stations -
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eiRGeclirs Two,
Certificates

Host Of Top-Notch -Mat-cher
On Schedule In Tournaments

The Murray State College Agricutebre impartment has teems.' ed two "Ton of Guici" certificates
By UNITED PRESS
every high school district basketfrom the American Jersey Cattle
There are a host of top-notch ball 'tournament is open, but
Club in Columbus, Ohio.
By HERBERT FOSTER
matches
on tap tonight as nearly sentiment places Carr Creek and
I
The MSC agriculture departMurray Junior Chamber
(Whitt Press Staff Correspander
Henderson,.in the spotlight.
ment
had
two
cows
to
qualify
of
Commerce
received word from
WASHINGTON •!LP — Semi'
Carr Creek. the small mom;
as
"Ton
of
Gold"
butterfat
Jo in Whisman, president of the
proinvestigators today "invitedtain school that came from noducers
by
each
producing
-western Teamster buss Frank
over
K tucky Jaycees that their local
where to win the title at LexW. Brewster to listen to mort
ington last year, meets Cordia
test-age driving contest has been 2,000 pounds of butterfat during
four
consacutive
ysars, ending
charges against him by a racket
se.cted to be seen on 425 TV
.
The, Murray St a t e College in the 55th District at Jackson.
eer he allegedly threatened wale,
Experas are shaking their heads
stallions throughtout the nation. September 30, 1956.
String
orchestra, under the diMurray
Standard
Bettie, one
sudden death.
this - year because of • the prefourteen minute film of the
rection
of
David
J.
Gowans,
will
of
the
two
"Ton
of -Gold" cows
The Senate Rackets Investi
sence of tough Breathitt County,
Mit-ray Jaycees Teen-Age Roadproduced 46.356 pounds of milk present a concert in the Recital which some .claim will be too
gating Committee recalled PortE-O will -be made .in, March and
hall
Of
the
Fine
Arts
building
and
2.060 pounds of butterfat
land, are., racketeer James B
much tor the Indians even should
Crysler Corp. has already purand Murray Standard Dream on Thursday evening, March 7. they survive early competition.
Elkins this morning to tell hov,
on
stations produced 41.761 jAunds of milk
Louise Kershaw, flutist, will
Islifewster's friends allegely trie.
Henderson City, the team that
f(i Ia
ch
nation-wideinVg Presi- and .2,033 pounds of butterfat.
appear with the group in the
alifh Teamster backing to taki
dent whisman stated that the
performanCe of' Johann Sellastiari- made it to the finals last year
over pinball machine operation:
filrp would - have scenes of the
rsach's Suit in B Minor No. 2 after so many years of frustrain Portland.
.
for flute and strings. Miss Ker- tion only to be whipped -72-88
City of Murray -and, Kentucky
Committe Counsel Robert I'
by under-dog Carr Creek: bump's
shaw
is a s'ophomore music major
Lake
showing
Murray
as a typiKennedy said in case Brewstei
into St. Agnes and is supposed
from
Gadsden,
Alabama,
cal
town
in which driving con—a Teamster . Union vice presiA Symphony in C by Carl to be the dark-horse of the
tests can be held.
dent nad head of its powerful
10th at Henderson.
Von
Dittersdorf, will also be
This national recognition of the
Western Conference — declined
pap
t
.
s
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n
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Something has to give when
Murray Junior Chamber saf,ComDr. Louis J. -Boyd,' son of Mr.
today's invitation the committei
merce is the result of the out- and Mrs. Bernice Boyd, Lynn strings will be augmented with top-ranked Lone Jack and Midhas subpenaed • him to appeal
Completing a reshuffling of diplomatic p oats which began
flutes
and
horns.
The final selec- dlesboro meet tonight in the
with his second term
standing ,ob they did an hosting Grove. has promoted the recent
Monday.
in the White House, President Eisenhow er named three
men to key ambassadorthe- 1956 State Teen-Age Road- organization - -of a Farm House ailpi will be Se Paul's SUite__for 51st at Pineville. Lone Jia:
#Oreed Payoffs
ial
posts.
Nominated
were
String
David
Orchestra by Gustave behind star center Bobby SlushK. E. Bruce .(left)
rt.
E-0. President Ed Fenton was Club at the University of Teneakins told the committee WedConant as Ambassador to Germany; Wi Hum J. Sebald to.succeed Dr. James B.
Hoist.
er, eked by Middlesboro in an
the state chairman and John nessee. The club was established
(center). to be Ambassanesday that Brewster's friends
dor to Australia, and industrialist AM0 ry
overtime the last time the 1,Vio
Sammons was the vice-chairman with the intention of becoming
Houghton (right) to replace C. Dougmade — and dropped — plans
las Dillon as Ambassador to France.
met.
of last year's event, and Ken- a chapter of National Farm
to move into postitution arm
(International Soundphotca
In games Wednesday night,
punchboard rackets' in Portland
tucky had one of the highest House Fraternity whose memberPikeville's Panthers smashed
The somber looking racketeer
percentages of participation in ship is composed of agricultural
Belfry 81-58, in the 57th Distestified that he was asked to
cut'ge students.
the nation.
•
trict at Virgie. hTe Panthers,
pay $2,000 a month in graft ti•
The motto of FarmHouse. is • Lester Flat and Earl Scruggs
The Teen-Age Road-E-0 is a
considered one of the top teams_
Portland Dist. Atty. William M.
national Jaycee project designed "Builders of Men." The objec- i and the Foggy Mountain Boys
in the state, meet Hellier tonight •
Will _present a _p_Logsam
hati
--Langley, and -that--Teamster- uf•
laves
the
-organization
of
ere
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aiiefer. driving among
inc aismet is'xertst-LitristrWASHINGYON aft
music
on
Tuesday
i c e
night
ficial. Clyde C. Crosby persuaded -college
home
establish
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a
for
The
chairman
We need some help in your
of I
Lafayette of Leaington, fre..March 5 at the Faxon School
Richard
M. Nixon
Prirtiand City Council to President
area, and figure that you are this year's Jaycee contest is Bob worthy agricultural students and at
quent winner of the state title,
7•30
legalize possession of p u n c.h - ,eaves today on a mission to
McDowell, manager of Everett's. I to promote the moral. social and
just the person to do it.
Everyone is urged to aftersi •t'an roughshod over Wilmure,
beards. He said Langley was 'move that the smile and hand'scholastic welfare of its members.
• 87-29. in the 43rd District at
'elected with Teamster support. :hake of American politics can
Cypress Gardens is compiling
During fifty years of existance,
Lexington. Lafayette meets DunHe also sld Brewster -promis- be as effective in winning friends
An Unmentionable Problem
a book on water skiing that is
FarmHouse Fraternity has probar tonight in the semi-finals.
ed him he would find himself in Africa as it was in Asia.
Mrs Loretta Canady. age 17. to be the bible on this great
duced a large number of the
At Louisville. Flaget polished
Nixon. who departs this after- passed away
wearing "concrete boots' in a
-liOLLYWOOD 4'1 — Designer
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. sport with a complete history of
nation's agricultural leaders.
off Atherton, 72-67. and Manual
convenient lake if he embar- noon on a 17,815-mile goodwill at the Glenville
Helen Hose has three weeks to
Herman
Kelley
water
Ellis
will
skiing,
meet
tournaments,
Kentucky
The
chapter
piowas
Hospital in
downed Shawnee 84-56. to join
rassed smy boys" - Crosby and tour of Africa, plans to spend Cleveland.
Ohio. Reason for her neers, etc. We would like you with the Kirksey Adult Class on organized at the University of !salve an "unmentionable" prob- St
Xavier and Male in the
as much time as possible with death was
Lam-key_
lem
for
the
picture
Don't
Go
Monday
night,
March
to
4
at
7:30,
contact
the people in your
given as complications
i.,Kentucky in 195a. Ma. Boyd was
25th District semis. Flaget and
Says Elkins Boss
.
Near
the "little" people of the nine following a
the
railer."
Miss
Rime
said
arAktiing
Mr.
to
elle..
Watkins,
area
regarding information that
,
short illness.
j initiated at - Lexington in 1953.
Male . esal. hapaght ,'mod the
(..asby, a union organizer, cm- nations he will visit.
, she nSteds a pair Of lack lace
Survivors include her huahand, might be included in the book. sistant agriculture teacher.
Xavier-Manual tilt IS set for
He recently received his PhD panties
ta•ated to reporters a statement
be
(Pawn
to
from
the
T,he vice president used the Max Canady
He will present a program on , degree at the University of IlliFriday night.
of Cleveland: her This would include names and
that he said he wants to read same person-to-person diplomacy
mast of a U. S. Navy cruiser
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Riley Car- locations of any water ski schools nitrogen fertilizers. Ellis' firm nois and moved to the University
In the east, the Greyhounds
.
while
to. the committee.
a
woman
correspon-,
war
with reported success during his ter of
Phoenix. Arizona; a daugh- water ski shows, ski clubs. ski offers a sod testing service, and if Tennessee as a member of dent is aboard. but "they
of Flat Gap rolled over Louisa.
-it charged Elkins with trying 1953 tour of Asia. He even broke
have
ter, Karen Sue, age two months; -tournaments. and other interest- will, sponsor 'a corn growing con- the Dairy Department. He is
to be identifiable but not ludi- 98-41. in the 57th Charlie Os--to- 'make crooks and racketeers up an anti-American demonstraone brother, Gale Carter of ing information such as t h e test in the county.
married -to the former Rebecca crously large. Silk isn't strong borne. Jess Salyers and Candi
out of Teamster officials." It tion in Burma by
walking up to -Phoenix.
Some attractive prizes will be , Conner. daughter of Mr and
youngest or -oldest skier. Then
enough, nylon won't hold shop, Burchett each. turned in 20-points
said the Teamsters had tried talk things over
with the Corn-.
erther survivors are a grand- too. possibly .there are champions offered. Refreshments will be ' Mrs. W H Conner, Sycamore rayon isn't feasible and cotton's plus for the Greyhounds.
to -end Mr. Elkins' stranglehold munist leaders.
Only 12 of the 16 teams which
Street
'mother Mrs. Erma Richie of from your section or celebrities served.
on the city."
not glamorous."
Attractive
Pat
Nixon,
participated in the 1956 State
Coldwater and a "ten - grand- who have skied there. If there
Then, in some of the gaudiest
again will accompany h
Tournament remain after Wed44- father C. E. Richie of Coldwater. is no. skiing in your area, please
congressional testimony in years.
year-old husband, also tans to
nesday night's play.
She was a member of the pa's this request on since • some
Elkins and Ann Thompson. a
repeat
her Asian performance by Coldwater
Glendale was eliminated from
Church
of. Christ of your readers might have SOrilf•
naddle aged Seattle bawdy house
the running 69-55, by West .Point.
"aadam". gave conflicting ac- visiting schools, hospitals a its el where the funeral .will be held interesting;information from othLast year's regional champions
counts of efforts to set up a libraries to compare notes AVM on Friday, March 1 at 2:00 p.m. er areas in; which they havi.
already eliminated are Wayland,
Bro. Henry Hargis will officiate. previously lived. It is alway,
string of "call houses" in Port- local women leaders.
Monticello , and Mayfield.
Friends said Nixon realizes he
Burial will be in the Cold- amazing to learn of the places
land.
Fleming County downed MaysElkins said Seattle racketeers will. dot have too much time for water Church of Christ cemetery. where skiing is done daily inBy DONALD J. GONZALES
h activities at the Gold Coast Friends maa.s.sallsetatitiv Max H. cluding likes, rivers, streams and
Thomas E. Maloney and Joseph
and Foreign Minister Christian against Easaptian raids on Israel ville. St. Patrick, 40-39, in the
United Press Staff Correspondent Pineau, here for official con- from the Gaza Strip
independence ceremonies March Churchill Funeral Home unitl the bays.
39th District at Maysvilte, and
P. McLaughlin — alais Joe M.
WASHINGTON 1ff — Israeli ferences with Mr. Eisenhower
Kinky — brought Miss Thomp- 8. As President Eisenhower's funeral hour.
A I..' S. "middle way" resolu- became the first team to qualify
There is a deadline staring us and American officials meet here and Dulles, also joined in the tion calling on the United Na- for 10th regional play.
son to Portland to set up the personal representative, he will
Down in southwestern Kenin the face, and we would ap- today to put the final touches final negotiations that led to lions ti take over the Gaza and
bawdy houses, but that he dis- be one of many top representapreciate an appeal from you to on a historic 'agreement for Israeli the troop withdrawal accord.
tives of foreign nations and will
essuraged her.
Aqaba areas after Israel pulls tucky, Allen County downed
your readers to write to Al Mc- to withdraw its troops from - While terms of the settlement out has been held up at U. N. Glasgow 69-52. in the 19th Dis&ass Thompson said Maloney have to stick to a formal sched•
Fadyen, Publicity Director, Flor- Egyptian territory.
told her it . was Elkins' plan ule.
were not immediately disclosed, headquarters awaiting develop- trict after snapping back in the
High diplomacy authorities said it was assumed they include ments here.
second peri4x1.
But she also agreed Elkins was
ida Cypress Gardens, Box 1380,
But in the other eight counWednesday night that Israel had some elaboration of this couns
(-ski to the idea.
Winter Haven. Florida.
tries Nixon will have more freeTheodore L. Vaughn of MurIt is possible the resolutSin
Thanks for your wonderful agreed with the United Slates try's offer to- support freedom
dom of action. In addition to the
ray, has been promoted from
help, and for the cooperation and France lin a formula for of navigation in the Gulf of without the threat, of sanction -Gold Coast, to be renamed ChaMurray
cadet to Cadet Second Lieutenant
Israeli orop withdrawal that the Aqaba, and to push within the it reportedly contained, may lafrom your readers.
na. Nixon will 'visit Morocco, by Col
Jesse D. Jackson, PMS1ST
Jewish nation feels will protect United Nations for guarantees the vehmle for giving Israel the
Liberia, Uganda. Ethiopia, Sudan, of Murray
Cordially,
_
its borders and shipping.
State College.
guarantees it seeks after the
—
-libya. Tunisia and Rome. He
The promotion -was based on
R. D. Pope, President
Israelis agree to quit Egypt.
Details of the agreement were
Wednesday's complete record fol- carries presidential permission to
Extension
Wage
Asks
overall academic standing and
Florida Cypress Gardens . not disclosed. Formal announceEarly Solutign Seen
lows:
hold "frank discussions" a mu- leadership ability
ment of the histogic accord was
Israel has insisted it won
Associat ii in
34
*Census
tual problems with officials of
not pull out of Egypt unt
expected '"this week end" —
65
'Adult Beds
these nations.
given firm assurances Egyp possibly Friday — either at the
31
Emergency Beds
would not be able to resume .
United Nations in New' York or
3
-Patients Admitted
cemmando attacks from the Gaza - G.
here.
W. Edmonds chairman-- of
Patients Dismissed
Strip. nor cat: off -Israeli ship- the drive on
Actual Israeli tromp withdrawo
Bangs eradication
New Citizens .
als
Gulf
Aqaba.
from
in
ping
the
of
the
Gaza
Strip
and
in the Kirksey community said
Patients admitted from Monday
Gulf
of
Aqaba
coast
regions
ef
2:30 P.M. to Wednesday Noon,
The big "break"' in the lung II' had gone (mei: in a big way.
Egypt are . expected to begin
Mrs. Gene T. Phillips and
and ticklish dispute was herald- According' to Edmonds more than
American Legion AuxiliTh.
,
soim
after
the
anniaincemers
baby girl. Mayfield Highway, ary met Monday evening. Februed Wednesday night first in a Oa% of the people contacted
diplomatic sources said.
Benton Mrs. Walter Jones. Jr. ary' 25 at the American Legion
guarded statement by Eban. Word signed the petition. In the whole
Eban
Sees
Break
and baby boy. 1610 Miller Ave., Hall. - The meeting was opened
teas passed by an otherwise silent community there were only about
lsaerli Ambassador Abba Eban
arlirsay: Mrs. W. H. Crutcher.
State Department to get in touch 10 or 12 people who refused to
a prayer .by Mrs. August
-by
whose
constant
shuttling back.
RI 5, Murraas Mrs. Grover Ford Wilson. Mrs. Robert Young. prewith the Israeli - embaisy here.' sign • the petition. He believes
—and forth- between Israel. Nev.
and babyitirl, Hardin: Mr. Roy sident. conducted the business
An Israeli spokesman at the that most of them will sign
York
a
n
d
Washington helped
Thorn. 6421 Van Fleet Rd.. Swar- session:
embassy, contacted by telephone. later when they see that their
forge
accord,
the
told the -United
neighbors are cooperating.
tr. Creek. Mich.. Mrs. Lela Donelread this statement:
i very active in
ii
Press:
.
The Auxiliary
}lamp Brooks ad Billy Watcon Ill 6. Murray; Mrs. Joe -B.
and
affair!,
a
report
veteran
of
"Replying to inquiries. Ambas- kins 4assistant agriculture teachSmith. 318 High Street, Ms"I
think
we've
broken
through.Rehabilitation
Committee was
the
sador Eban tonight said that as er, had nothing but praise for
field; Mr. Elfgene Lee Alton. Jr.,
Diplomats said further discusmade by Mrs. Claude Anderson.
a result of discussions in Wash- the Kirksey farmers. They said
710 Poplar St., Murray: Mrs.
sions between Israeli and If. S.
Christmas packages were sent to
ington' over the fast few days. a drive like this was very easy.
Boy Beane. Rt. 1. Hardin; Mrs.
aficials today are necessary to
Veterans Hospital- at Louis, the hope of an early 'solution All we had tii-dietwassannounee
Jack Simms and baby girl. 213 the
"tie up - lose ends- and put the
is much stronger. The embassy it to the Adult Farmer Class
Fast Walnut. Murray: Mrs. Gerald ville and to Outwood Hospital
agreement in "firmer. legal'
will remain in contact with the then they took over - and did
.ton and baby boy. Rt. 1, Mur- in Dawson Springs. Several gifts
lauguage."
State Department Thursday."
the rest in short order, they
ray; Master Hollis Johnson Clark, were sent to local veterans. The
If Israel does withdraw .from
participated
in
the
said.-1706 Miller Aim.. Murray; Mrs. Auxiliary
semaining Egyptian territory it
According to Brooks the actual
Larriinder LovierS Freeman Hotel. Red Cross drive for the Hunwill be credited as a victory for
.
testing will probably . begin In
Murray; Mr. Oliver Qohreen, Gil- garian Relief . and flood victims,
American diplomacy. President
the next few days. An attempt
and some of the members are
bertsvillet '
Eisenhower an d Secretary of
will be made to work out !a
contributing their time in work
State John Foster Dulles have
schedule convenient to most farat the Murray Hospital.
devoted much of their time reanyone has questions
A very inspiring program on
cently to forging a compromise
Machinist Billy Joe Parker of mers. If
has been over, looked in this
"Americanism" was given by
that would induce Israel to pull
the U. S. Navy is expected to or
sign up please contact Mr. EdMrs. August Wilson which _ inSenate arrive in the United States tobefore the
Appearing
monds or Mr. Briioks at the
cluded the reading of Lincoln's
subcommittee in Washing
morrow.
Labor
He
has
been
stationed
Congressional leaders of
Kirksey High School.
both
POLICE HAVE EVERYTHING under control as thousands of teen-agers
Gettysburg Address.
James
,
Labor
Secretary
his
of
with
the
unit
waters
in
ton.
of
parties also will claim a share
gather at the Paramount Theater, Times Square, New York, for
All . members who have not
. the credit for insisting the P. M utchelt requested that the the , Middle Easa.
a stage and screen Rock 'N' Roll show. Once inside the theater,
done so are urged to send their
By UNITED PRESS
lie reports he is again at work
themselves a ball. They danced in
administration withhold support dollar - an hour minimum wage
had
dungaree
set
however,
the
Southwest Kentucky - Mostly dues immediately to the treasurfor punitive measures against be extended to affect 2.500.000 after an illness in the ship's
the aisles, rocked together doing "The Fista" dance as scores of
claudy and continued rather cold er. Mrs. Earl Nanny. The next
workers. Employees hospital.
ushers, 150 city and 25 private policemen were powerless to keep
Israel in favor of keeping the additional
today and tonight. high today meeting will be March 25 with
His term of service is nearing
order. Veteran patrolmen said it was the wildest demonstration of
door of diplomatic negotiation who would be included under
The regulhr meeting iif the
in low. 405, low tonight low 34s- Mrs. Joseph Berry and Mrs. Almass youta hysteria since the days when the theater featured croonhis plan are largely workers in us close. Billy Joe is the son of MYS sub-district has been postopen. •
ticket
Friday partly cloudy and warm- ton Hughes in charge of the prothree
-offices,
the
rush
box
to
first
er Frank Sinatra. In the
department Mr. and Mrs. William James poned and will not be held toSara/
and
chain
French Give Assistance
gram. .
er, high near 50.
1.-VisPilaws_avere smashed. Two girls suffered injuries. (International)
.
Parker of 500 Vine Street.
French' Premier • Guy Mullet stores. .
night as previously scheduled.
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MURRAY HI6.HI. N.* MARSHALL, VICTORS

Haze1 Lions
Get Second
!lace Trophy

Whitey Lockman Will Have To Fight It
Out With Other Contenders For Old Postt

PHOENIX. Arg
— Whitey
Lockman will hate to fight u:

Louis Cardinals last season in
a see en-player deal, returned to
out with two other candidates the Giants fuesday in a no-cash
before regaining his old first trade that sent veteran rebel
baseman's post with the - New pitcher Hoyt Wilheim to St.

Third With
Detroit Is
Hot Corner

Kirksey Out But Not Before
Darnall Sets Purchase Record

Murray High held Almo's War- honors with 16, but it was unriors scoreless in the final quarter sung Shroat Who deserved most
last night to come from behind of the credit for -the Tig'elk
The. Hazel Lions of Coach' Bob
Rigney explained that Lockman
for
a 45-35 triumph, advancing win with his tight guarding and
mort.h Mc. Lu Calloway and adjo-mag counties, per year $3.5U; e.se- Chaney hate beaten only PutLockman, traded to the St. a...won't be assigned his mu
Manager Jack Tighe,. endorsed to semi-final action in the
district clutch baskets. The usually high
yea'r this season in 29 engagewnere,
spot at first base without first Ray Boone as his tirti baseman tournament.
%.
scoring John Hill was held to
ments. yet they have the rare
today,
earning
it.
Hampton
automatica
lly
C
making'third
6-0 t0.19 299
Preceeding this contest. North 6.
honor of gaining a second place
THURS
—— FEAREARY 28, 1957
base
on
the
Detroit._
G _ 5=4. 6-11_47
Tigers the Marsball!s
thawed __outtournament tio
—pFy without .a waters •
- —GUS, Harris still -is oar No. "hot corner"
•
Tact as well as Kirksey freeze to romp 71-44, --North Nca
F 5-10 5.0 --single win'.
I
first
basv
candidate,"
headed in their raid over Kirk- 10
addea.
k
l
p
in
name.
cower
DON'T YORGET FRANCO •
F 5-10
not before the losers Rub
Lima. are have • Tighe's designation-of the 33- •but
"And
sey and.. set a hot.-pace
Calloway Taylor
•
5=11
—Thal
oeciiiie
arnell
-cI
-in
the
rewrote
a.
Purchase
scor•
Lockman back does not change year old
Boone to play first ing record. The winners will the Eagles froze the lball for
County
F 5-10
Tournament
my plans to give (third base- threw the battle for
over eight minutes. The Jets
In the series of emergencieS that have kept 4cretary involving Christmas
Was
ilspobe
n rry
the "hot meet in the semi-finals tomorC 5-9 - Hazel. Murray Train- h
man) luster Castleman a crack corner" open to
were led by Wayne Wilson who
four players. row night at 7:00.
of State John Foster Duties flying around all over the Mg and Kirksey. 1he Lions drw Erwine
G 5-8
at lint oase ana,iett
tallied 22 and Jerry Hall with
Jim Finigan. former Kansas City
•
starters
the
bye'
and
lust
to
kirksey
in
Both Murray and
wurid we had almost forgotten .about the old "stInko'
The straight player tracie also infielder, is the No,
Record, won I lust 28; tourney,
1 candidate in spurts before a,Alrno playca 18. Darnell took game honors
the finals.
should help the Cardinals, who but Tighe said
shin crowd with 28.
writ) organized the -Ialalige in Spain and lit the spark Player
equal considera- of about 1100,
Pus. Ht. Ave. TP Calloway
Christmas; Calloway neectecl a
with the Warriors
eteran like
The Eagle star got his teams
that was'Ianned'into the second world war. His name is Duncan •
G 5-10 16.0 461 County, Hazel Blind Tourna- to bolster their bullpenWilhelm tion All be given to Jack turning into an ice berg in the
staff. Dittmar, Reno Berton' and rookie
first 4 points, the margin re-,
F 5-11 10.6 276 merit
fourth
francisco Franco, and like ••Corporal" Adolph Hitler,, Curd •
quarter
when
they
(
4
could
(Continued on Page Seven)
quired to Wreak Martin- 'HolGeorge Risley.
not connect for a single basket land's. one year
he appointed himself as- a "general- after he had killed After Season Of Torrid Play
record for most
A flurry of signings develop- although
they
had
numerous
free points scored in a season: The
ed, meanwhile, as the teams throw
enough people to give him the power to du so.
attempts
given
them
by record now belongs tu Darnell
and players began to get im- the
It 'seems franc() has grown tired of his cabinet which
patient for the official March eastgenerous officials. In con- with a total of 1945. Rob broke
the
Murrayans
led by the old mark when he jumped
1 opening of spring training.
has held in check the army, church and remnants of the
Nelson Shroat garnered 12 points a whistling 14 foot goal from
Bob Bu.hl, the hatchet-faced despite
old dethroned monarchy, and that he has some suspian
Alt-no
stall. The latter the right' corner.
right-hander who -cut down" was
leading 35-33 at the third
cions as to their loyalty. It isn't clear yet what their fate
After trailing. 15-12 after the
the National League champion quarter
break
and trailed by initial stanza, Kirksey saw it
Brooklyn Dodger eight times and one
will be but we doubt if Lloyds of London, or any oldwhen
they began a Stall was fruitless to attempt out
had an overall 18-8 record, to
line insurance company woutti risk a policy on their lives.
draw fouls from' the Tiger running the high flying Jets, so
signed with the Milwaukee Braves starters,
most of whom had four a semi-stall began with the
The intrigue which led to the utssolution of the cabitur an estimated $5,000 'raise.
Marshall five- ahead .30-20. It
„ The Cleveland Indians signed already..
net ia• not yet uncovered, nor is Francis's intention clear,
They drew the fouls but could worked late
in the second quartpitcher Don Mossi and first- not
Lynn Grove and New Concord, Paschall, a free
but-it- would be a..safe llet that it has sonlething to do
find the mark, although they er when Darnell was good for
throw artist has I depend on forward Larry
baseman
Preston
Ward
before
Calloway
County's
Suiter.
top lives set- totaled 282 points
possess a fair team free throw three foul pointers after taking
with more power for h.imselt and .lesS.freedom for_ tht:. tic
their _tense rivalry tonight while Crouch who hasthis seaSon The winners move into semi greeting players who put on percentage.
tickets from Joe, Story and Wil246 points final play tomorrow night.'
snme extra heft during the winmasses of people who brought. him intd4ower in the' in the final round of the quarter
The Warriors had led most son. They trailed. 35-24 at the
is well remembered for hi salt
ter
—
hreballer
Herb
Score
New
Concord
and
Roster
Limits
4th
district' meet while around pernrmance in the county
of the game by virtue
lust place.
•
the half.
'Player
Wt. Ht, TP Aver. first-baseman Vic Wertz. Score usual fine play og BobbyofPritMurray
meets hut South tourney last month.
The Eagles held the ball for
1 his much is certain: the situation in Spain is similar Marshall.Training
checked
in
at
200
Buchanan
pounds,
220
a
64
493
19.18
in the opener at 7:0u.
chett who snared 15 points and 5:19 of the last half before a
The Rebels hope to lift a Stubblefiel
d, 150 5-10 352 13 14 gain of 10 pounds, and Wertz the rebounding of improved
to that in Hungary in that the shake-up is the result of
Ted Jet cashed in (in a foul shot
Coaches John Canon of the little pressure from Harold Wil- Willoughby 160 6-5
216 8.16 weighed 202 — 12 inure than Lovett. They' held a half time to
a desire for freedom. And so long as people desire to Winicats and
hike their margin to 37-24,
he reported at after his polio Lead
Hubei). Hargis of kins when they take. the floor E. Rowland 180 6-3 --- 8.
of 25-18 after over coming thus discoraging further Kirksey
be tree there is hope that the likes-of kranco will some Concord have been enjoying against Garret . Beshear's Colts, Marr
150 5.-10 121 5.11' bout in 1956.
an
early
Murray
lead.
Two
t-but
rare
-hese
tote is basketball and G. IlPtidon 165
stmts. The- pilots sank 28 points
Outfielder Jim Lemon and cat- extremes
-nunute— ot the Et—
irne)S
--4ay remain—in our mentory only as a had dream.
hit Alm,, in the last in She final period to add to
cher Lou Bi7.rberet agreed to
torrid tirst round action while the Trainers have been 'spoilers D. Hendon 165
half
when
they
did
not
get
their sheet.
terms with the Washington Sena- called down
sitting sidE by side in the press several times this season. M.T.S. Parker
160
for a single foul in
North Marshall (71)
tors. but 15-gafne winner Chuck the third
box, out J1.1.5t hours from. now, is led by center Billy Rogers Ed. Rowland 165
period
and
were
held
Forwards: Hall 18, Story 6,
Stobbs failed to appear at Mon- scoreless in
tney will be locked in a tense with 469 points and can always Brauner
160
the
fourth.
Lampley 7, Doyle 2.
straggle, each trying to masterday's workout:
TEEN-AGERS DEMONSTRATE
Buchanan copped high point
(Continued on Page Seven)
nuna a victory in livtat is ex—
ao•
•
pected to De the best game of
•nun't knock The Rock" was the titic of a moving pic- tile young tourney.
ture showing at the Paramount Theatre in New theActuady the pressure is on
Wildcat coach, tor his county
• ark- • last
•••, -week,- and .,is waS so enthusiastically • received- &mama are tacea with the same
by teen-aged boys and girls they put on a demOnstratiou austacle that\-tumed taieured Benton. On Noveinoer 30, these two
Satufday-.which.175 policemen couldn't contrUl..
clubs put on tne county's best
The crowd of boys and girls was estimated- as be- show of the year, but, the 'Cats
tween 3,590 and 5,ttoti and the theatre management an- gut the upperhand
On
nounced box office receipts ran C'i.y.t0O.OU in one day. t'co. 15. the 'Cats caught the
ittiPcts on the Gruee flour and
Three ,chiidren were hurt in the melee.
v.aitzed to an 89-64 win. T..1•••
is saiti
whiua sprirson .starts to
criticizing #onth !night they are un a munti larger
, limo and anything
in may happen.
it is a 1;igii of age, and that'is probably .applied to all
The Colts are likely to find
. youth. But a deniutistration such as the one iiiNeNv lurk the. dashing _Confederates cooled
tali after their rousing win over
is an .indication of_a general moral let-downt
• A few years ago when college -students introtkuced Benton. but the Rebs should
ctwne ,throtigh to meet the 'Cat -Panty-raids- in girls''ct;irmitories some thought. we had 'Bird evinner- in the semi rounds
reat.:hed .the •limit in had behavior, but they could -be Friday night. Thu will be their
••
classified as a form of mild pastime tVhen compared ' first meeting.
Grove is seeking its
tt ith ruck-and-rod performances ul high school students. Zoth win
against 7 defeats and
It looks bad to dash pictures of frenzied children on -C"45.c"rd •nas captured 16 while
10. The latter was hurt
the television screen, or See them published in news-4-iosing
after Christmas by the loss or
Palters, but it would be a mistake to despair over tha:8"bbY. 6st;urhe who became, t'A.1
'• old, but they have a sharp
future prospects fiir youth -geperaliy.
height advantage built around
We can remember when folks thought the world was I steady center
Billy Buchanan at
on its last legs because boys congregated in droves be.; center and 6-5 J W. Willoughby
hind the barn to smoke corn silk, and some even thought Pius 6-3 Gene Rowland at forw s.ndth'illoughby a juruur and
Cash in on a recipe you have created yourboys who stole watermelons were sure to become bank RaArdia
a sophomore have =robbers. And, indeed, a fellow was a sissy if he didn't 'proved with each game Glen
self and found successful ... a recipe for a
admire Jesse James and aspire to beat him at rubbing 'Stubblefield who like Buchanan
main dish, bread, a pie, a cake or something
\
is a senior, can hit from anytrains.
•
else, in which you use Self-Rising Sunflour
vihere tri.in his guard position.
The same "boy - are the grand-daddies of the "rock- Gene Hendon. a 6-2 junior guard
or Self-Rising Sunflower Corn Meal Mix!
'n-roll- teen-agers of today, and the same Goc;c1 Lord 1: will probably, draw the other
guard assigonaent.. though Wil.
who saved them front a life of crime and shame will see . ham mart has started most oil.
NET'
If your recipe is accepted, you will receive a
most of today's, youngsters marching down the aisles the 'time. Buchanan with 491
check
for
$5.00. Your recipe will appear in
of churches -and stlt•king their necks in the same yokes points is the county's third scorer.
advertising and be included in Sunnie Sunthat slowed them down anA caused them to take jobs
The balanced Wildcats have
flower's new Self-Ri.ing Recipe Cookbook
in factories, stores and ii:rices in order to raise their own perhaps the best goarci combination.an the state with Tommy
with C Ica name listed.
-rarnilies of '•i
mixed-up kids.- •
•
McNeely and Rod Warren both
York Giants, Manager Bill Rigney indicated Iona).

Wildcats And N. Concord
To Settle Tense Rivalry

•

Wfor your self-rising recipe

Sustinie Sunflower is looking for personal recipes using

SELF-RISING SUNFLOUR or
SELF-RISING SUNFLOWER
Corn Meal Mix

•

•

SUM,

among the Purchase's leading
scorers. The 6-2 McNeely holds

the. county's in I.. S I consistent
,sta siting percent aasi--wit h 746
- points. Warren is the county's

10 Years Ago This Week

fourth top point producer with
469. Ironically both, 'ho are
similar in their play. have tied
1.4 individual scoring honors on

Ledger and Times File

°ter
Calloway County farmers and isiting mar-. ZCA-CIV Chttriellt• ,YeCIL•ittlY5 this
keting experts•niut_ in little chapi•I at Nliaray glate Col- yi-ar Reeeri:ly each tin 36 points
lege last T'irsclay_to
uss prol)1!.m.; of producing and in ti Lynn GE,
Vt. NIClury.
shippity p.Ashable farm prodtict,.
'f ney are flanked by center
SerViCeS Were held Tue-dify at Poplar Springs Smite Paschall And forwardsene
Cr(
I
.1 ,.•
a).
W. Alitty„ft7..whn_iiied staitholly last 'Monday /.. ••
for
at hi, 1-.me on Murray Route Four. Th.
.••
conductc
,
i . by
IL Thurman,.
_m{„AlCATE
PPE'/ENI !
P.,t George
West. Jr...son of Mr. and .‘11-.
0. Wes'.
Olive I4kd., has rec•ently •arriti•fl o
attil
Korea. ti-signed to the 2(ith
This regiment is a part of thy Iterl Stitc...ixth Infant
THE DESTRUCTIVE TERMITE
on occupational rititv• iti So-.1 1 i.i-e
-.

Send your Self-Rising recipe NOW! Give
the recipe and complete directions. Print
your name and address plainly, and mail
your letter to

SUNNIE SUNFLOWER
Dept. 11
1.1cFkin..ville Milling Company
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

.•
(

FREE INSPECTION

Calloway Conroy Rura'
l .A1,-,1
lioliirship Emu/ -ha--,e announced that the dri•-•;--ifotiiiilish a 82.000 scholar-441 Irate passed -the' half-wir.
.ir
.1-a I lo O.- a.y d•rgai rti-v-trti.ftirl--try, ,._ -I r. fthas outli,;ied a -4-ries of 1004;144i liritig a..
the.laiLty _of the tuurL- - A .iintnittee for riilloway LoUnty, designed te

'-Co coiled and Insured—
San. Kelley
Phoo. Adl

in .it, i i tie-, for better erinilitions. in. the state... Was fore •
liere last' l'hursday. Rev. kol.iertE. Jarrnani. pa-tor
First t.riii-tian Church vt•ii named temporary-x-hairman
the gi-vup.

Kelley's Pest
Control
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50 Chances

•,t

50 Rocipes will be chosen! Each will
receive a check for $5.00.

run.
)fT.t

•
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may bti a recipe that has Iszen in
your fortlify o lenrj lime-or, a recipe. that
•,•au have pcife:tcd. 56.-.l it in! You
winl

... it

•
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.. .7.111q This offer is' ssod
only until Morch 25!
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Sports Parade

efore
eeord

,.•
you know Gypsy) that her favorite fishing is for salmon and
• ••
muskie.
"I'm thrilled," she said, "to
be honored . for something with
all my clothes" on."
"What weight string, er, a
line, do you prefer?" she wa
asked.
:I use various Weights." was
her answer, "and I've been hand,
t..0. 7 s°_g1_4.PY.jjneJJrr,iay day,-I
find a great delight in tossing
them out for n change."
Better On Road
You can't accuse Grady Wallace of South Carolina, one , f
the leaders in the race for naBy DOC QUIGG
tional basketball scoring honors,
United Press Staff Correspondent with being a "homer." His averNEW YORK al
,
Terrific age, is better on the road than
Town, Inc. Department store it is at home and his two best
dept.:
efforts were in away game, —
Reporter: Hello, Macy's? Bu- 54 points against Georgia and 45
il/Ill of Standards labdrartory? against North Carolina State.
What's this about football
Male voice: That's right.
Reporter Somebtxty loft a Mite players being muscle - bound
meatheads? Dave Middleton. the
on my desk that you make
sweat. Detroit
Lions' leading pars reVoice: Yes.
ceiver, is a medical student at
Reporter Do you?
t Voice: Of course. We make up Tennessee. And their' Bill Glass.
a gallon .or so every once in a 235-pound Baylor guar d, is
studying for a ministerial career.
quantities.
Considering the "dirty football"
Reporter: How long _you :been
charges. the league could Use
doing this?
him right,.3:tow:,
Voice: Oh, about 25, 30 years.
First Time Starters
Reposter Human sweat?
Keep your eye on -- the • first
Voice: Yes, our chemist makes
time starters 'when the U. S.
it. Both kinds.
Open it held at Inverness .Club,
Reporter: Uh. both. uh. . .?
Toledo, Ohio, in June. When
Take Your Pick
the Open was held there in, 1550,
• Voice: Many years ago ..some- the Ben Hogans and San Sneads
body analYred somebody's `pers- of that era were Ted Ray. Harry
Vardon. Walter Hagen and Franpiration. There's two kinds
one arid and one alkali. Depends
Quimet. Two kids`making
cis
,on what you been eating and their first open start were a
how your -body Is ,fiinctioning. couple -of youngsterp n a ni-e d
Bobby Jones and Gene Sarazen.
0,7e make both types.
Harvie Ward, the two-time
Reporter: What for?
\Wee: For test purposes — National. Amateur golf champion.
testing shoe lining, or socks. or vows that he'll never ask Georwhatever comes in contact with gia's Dynamite GoOloe for adpersnirat ion. This is one of vice. In one match in 195fl.
hundreds of times of tests we run Harvie was eight down when
Goodloe slapped him on the back
—abrasion weatherin. bathing,
and said:
Reporter: How does the sweat
-Things could be tougher,
test work?
Harv. Why, Onee I was on t
Voice' Seek the Stuff in It for
tenth tee and nine down." dome period of time. We always
"What happened?" Wald ask-keep it on hand because we don't ed.
•
know when a test will come up.
"Oh." Goodloe replied casualReporter You keep both types ly,."1 shanked the next
one."
on hand?
Voice: Yen.
PLANTING SCHEDULE GIVEN
Renorter. How do "nu keen it? FOR PLASTIC GREENHOUSES
Voice. In a glass bottle Sealed. We call it perspiration .soldPlanting schedules for plastic
Unit
Renorter Does it smell like greenhouses have been preoarer,
by E. M Emmert. 171C Agriculatersojrnt;on'
tural Lxperiment Station hortiVoice: I don' -know.
culturist. listing types of plants
Tppase Tn'!it
and dates for "full capacity proRenortef. G, iiver and smell it.
duction."
will you please'
The %ch.:stole:
Voice: Hold on,
see; I don't
Feb. 10-20. set lettuce and
really know.
!tomatoes; Bibb especially can be
There is a long naiire—shout- lintercro
pped with tomatoes; Feb
irs is heard in background.
; 15, :tart planting tomato and
Voice:. It doesit't have any par- pepper cede. plant spring
cuctim
tieotpr
her crop: March 1. start trans
Renorter.
Maybe
that's
•
because , plant ing
tomato
and
pepoe.
nnt honest swept.
plants., continuing until April I
Voice: What'
. if plants are grown to sell hothe
Renorter Honest, as
"His zareners: June 15. plant tomat
brow is wet with honest sweat" Feed for fall rrop; July 1. trans.
Voice: Oh. Yeg. Ha ha.
tomato seedlings; July 15.
Reporter: Do vou recard it as , tear out old vines, rototill, and
dishonest sweat'
treat with methyl bromide. ally)
. Voice- Sir! This is Mary's! Be- alcohol; Vapam can be used but
sides, we goby riles set up by takes at least 2 weeks to get
the National Bureau of Stand- out.
suds.
' Aug. 1-10. set tomato plants'
4. Reporter: Sure. I didn't mean
or plant pole beans or cucumit that way. Say, do you have bers; Sept.
15-Oct. 1. put on
.anything else like this? Make
fresh plastic; Nov 15. transplant
saliva. maybe?
lettoce seedlings; Dec. 0. sew
voice: Well, we do have bugs tomato and lettuce seed
for
here —beetles— to test fabrics. spring crop: Dec.
take
You krivw — against moth and out old vines and rohitill f,4bug bites.
: lettuce. set lettuce plants; Jan.
Reporter: Well, thanks for 10, plant cabbage family for
sweating this out.
plants in flats or beds; Jan
Voice: O.K. [lye.
I 20. transplant cabbage.
- •
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK l
— Fearless
Fralet's facts and fi,pw,‘,.Gypsy Rose Lee, who is talented no matter how you
her, today received an award
as. "Fisherwoman Of The Year"
and disclosed (a good word if
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t it was unleserved most
r • the
guarding atrel
usually high
was held to

Tiger

d over Kirk- 0
pava_alt.hough—
the Sufi - for
is. The Jets
Wilson who
ry Hall with
game honors

;s•

got his teams
margin re- _
Martin- -Hotaird for most
season: The
:is to Darnell
.5. Rob broke
n he jumped
it goal from

•

712 after the
ksey saw it
attempt out
lying Jets, so
with the
ad '30-20. It
second quartKas good for
after taking
Airy and Wil35-24 at the
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the ball for
ialf before a
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VELVEETA

CHEESE
2-Lb. Box

Laboratory
1Vlakes Sweat

CRYSTAL
WEDDING

1 lb Boxl

6-oz. jar

$1.19

WELCH'S GRAPE JUICE

•

3 for $1.00 I

ierrrivrwinesearamminba.

GREEN ONIONS

GRAPE 111111
3 For 1Oc

10C
RADISHES

in.

•

5c

OC
LETTUCE

15,-3p,

••

OC

BOTH FLYING MIGHTY HIGh

CARROTS

DOZEN

OC
•

CIIIIC
BOA

•

CELERY

4!

39'

CoS)
0

•

SYRUP
MARGARINE

LOOKING to their March 3 wedding in Riverside. Calif., actress
Linda Darnell and airline pilot Merle Robertson display their mar(International Bosoulphoto)
riage license. in Los Angeles.

JUMBO PIES
12. for 39c

- Wolf010

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

12-0Z. JAR
TOG CAPIN.

29c

CATFISH
Lb. 65c
Party Pac PICKLES Qt 19c
19
29c PAN CAKE MIX
- 19F Godchaux SUGAR 10 ibs. 95c
10C

BOX'

AUNT JAM1MA

••••
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Women s Page
Jo Burkeen, Editor. .. Phone 694-M-4 or 763-j
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Club News

Activitie•

WedliiiMPL

Eastern Star Holds

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Regular Meeting

Lamb

Memorial Woman
'
s

Missionary

1

•••••6

Annomicement

Group
Tuesday Evening
To Have Programs
Murray Star chapter No. 433
The Woman's Missionary SoOrder of the Eastern Star held
ciety of the Memorial Baptist
Thursday, February 211
monthly meeting Saturday at
its regular meeting at the MaThe Zeta Department of the seven-thirty o'clock at the home Church will observe the week of
sonic Hall on Tuesday. February
prayer for home missions at the
26. at seven-thirty o'clock in the Murray Woman's Club will meet of Mrs. Ray Kern.
church during next week.
at the club house at eighi o'clock.
• •• •
es-ening.
The special talent show will to!
The Woodmen Circle Jr. Miss
Special prograrhs will be preMrs. Mildred
Bell, worthy presented.
and Sorority team will meet at sented at the church each aftermatron. and Buel Stalls. worthy
••••
two o'clock at the WOW hall -fur noon, Monday through
Friday,
patron. presided at the meeting.
The Malfill.J.D.0 Club will have a special practice. session.
:at two o'clock. The final meeting
'
1,te -flag was presented by the
its annual luncheen at the WoMonday. March 4
will be held Friday evening,
alarshalL
Adelle Wilson, man's Club HO-Uie -at " twelveThe week of prayer for home March 8. at seven-thirty o'clock
end allegiance was given. The
thirty o'clock. Reservations fur missions•-will be observed 'by the at the church.
ir.:nutes were read by the sec.
members and their guests should WMS of the Memorial Baptist
Mrs. Voris Sanderson, presire.ary-proteni. Mrs. Nell .RdbChurch at the church at two dent, urges all members to attend
be made by W.ydnesday noon..
bins.
••• *
o'clock.
these special meetings.
• • • -•
The worthy* matriM reported
The Pa,ris Road Homemakers
The GA's and the RA's .will
on the school of inspection held Club. will rriecet with Mrs. Pat
The Lottie Moon Circle of the have their special niission sftidy
*in 'Paducah Saturday. Mrs. Rea' Thompson et ten o'clock.
WMS of the First Baptist Churcn at the church on Friday, March,
••• •
Mrs. Belva Dill. and Mrs. Inez
will mevt at the trine of Mrs. 1. at three-fifteen o'clock in the
•
Scarbrough attended the school..
Will Frank Steely, North Six- site-moon.
Friday, March 1
e WSCS of the First Meth- teenth Street, at seven ,• ••
• Other protem officers serving,
ist Church will have a Imsslon o'dtack.
were Mrs. Ruth Williams. con- stud..
Crawford Home To
•• • •
, at the church, at !evenductress: Mrs. Connie Jones,
The week of prayer for. home Be Scene Of Meet
Bluth; Mrs. Lucy Stranak. Esther:. thirty' o'clock.
• •••
mi.,.-VIII be observed by the
Miss Manon Crawford will be
Sirs. Jean Weeks. Elects. George
The GA's and RA's of the Woman's Missionary Society of hostess for the meeting of the
Williams, warder; Sam Rogers,
Memorial Baptist Church will the First Baptist Church at the Jessie Ludwick Circle of the
sentinel.
•
.
• . have a mission staiej.y•aa‘eig.h e church at two-thirty o'clock.
Woman's Association of the Col-The next meeting Will - be held • church
* •••
at three-fifteen o'clock.
l lege Presbyterian Church to be
Tuesday. Match 12.
••••
Tuesday. March 5
' held at he;-home in Lynn Grove
- The Jessie Luda-igic Crre/e of -on• :Tuesday. March .5, at two
Saturday. March 2
The
•Wern
theWorlshon Is Held
Woodmen, Circle Jr. Club
an's Aksociatf611 of the -o'clock in the. 'afternoon..
%%all meet from one o'clock to Collcge Presbyterian Church will .„ The program will .be given by
417-Creative Arts
o'cioek in the afternoon at meet at the home of Miss eManop-',.Mrs. L. A. Metre with the deDepartment Monday the • WOW hall, members are Crawford at two o'clock,
vOtion being given by Mrs. Ada
• • ••
The Creative Arts Department urgeei to be °I.1 time'
Hubbard. All members are urg••••
The week of prayer- for home eel to attend.
of the Murray Woman's Club
The Alter Society of St. Leo's missions will be obet.rved by the
•'• • „e
met at the club house Monday.
February 25. at ten o'clock - in Church.- will have their regular WMS of the .Memorial Baptist
Church at the church at two
the morning for a rdo,st interesto'clock.
ing—workshop and business .ses
:
Color lour Rooms
••••
•
e WMS.of the First Baptist
Mr and Mis.'Bil.y Atkins Mc•
Mrs. Fred •Gingles. temporary- To Fit Livability
Church NVIii observe the week of 'Wherter, 811 Olive, are the parpreseiee at the
1-ANsING•
te "—If you
u.ceting_ Financial matters were have trouble getting sleep, a new prier for home missions at the ents of a son, Charles Scott,
weighing seven pounds 10 ounces,
t_ken care of and plans were coat of paint on the bedroom church at two-thirty o'clock.
• ••
born on Tuesday. February 19,
de for cording events. Corn- walls May helP, say some urn• 0 •
at -the Murfay Hospital.
'7-e:tees were named for the corn- 'sitting specialists at Michigan
• •.•
its grneral club activities and State University.
Room In Which To
'Mr. and Mrs. Roy Beane of
t. begin selection of Ameri- Bedrooms With soft
colors anu
TV Needed • - ftardin Route One announce the
an csafts for the open house
quiet
pasterns help you rest and
CHICAGO
— American birth of a son. Lennth Lee,
..-.,•Aing to be held by the de:sleep. say the experts, while gay, homes should have a family weighing_nine pounds fits ounces,
; rtm.nt in May.
lively patterns and' bright colors room in which they Can —get boreu. on Tuesday. February 19,
Progress.
ay.:ay from TV." -says Albert at thd "Murray Hospital.
'
tae
,
s made .:n new;tenC to be exciting.
,-- a Lansing. -Mieti7,-- builder:1-' - --' --`
'
IrSnle • b`l
*
'
'
Ir.'
. Color in the 'home should re.
1,,gs. aria needlepent by tne
Mrs. Mildfed Bell, Mrs. Belva
fleet
:he
porpose
a
In
each
fur
which
panel
discussion
between
men.be es
' Dill. and Mrs. Inez Scarbrough
New _ materials and .
room
'
IS L.sea, they said. Beci- leaaing
builders. held in con- • attended ,the school
supplies were added to the club's
:of inspection
and rooms lived in for junction with the National Assoequipment which included spray, trooms
held by District 18 of the OES
1 long hours
ciation
at
of
a
time
nervl, to
Horne Builders Con- at the Masonic Temple
ieuuleks. liqUid rubber for Shouldin Padu-- vention, the average home built
ing of frames. new trays, pen- seem quiet and restful.
cah on Saturday. Mrs. Bell servThe color of the hall can set in 1956 was criticized in several . ed
cals, patterns, etc.
as secretary for the district
The hostesses were Mrs. Ivan the mood each family wishes to l ways, The .builders. agreed, how- ; school.
express
when
greeting
guests,
ever,
that
the
trend
to
family
•• • •
:
Rudolph. Mrs, Oren Hull. and
.
,
The living roont is usually rooms is clearly established.
- Mrs. Norman Hale. Approxi!
IIOUSEMOLD HINTS
mately twenty members w e r e shared by. the whole family. If ;
,
the family relaxes there. hstens
By United Press
-I consider any home without
present.'
'to the 'radio, eats, talk% and en- 1 a family room obsolete," said i ,When making bread or rolls;
- tertains friends, the color and • James T. Lendrum. director of . rinse the mixing bowl in hot'
eek Of Prayer To
pattern, should be . restful but the Small Homes Council, Uni- , water before making the dough
,Il
....
•
to prevent _cooling the yeast mixs. But, if your family , %-ersity of Illinois
ysrful
Be Observed By The cliC•e
p.
,
, games,
ture.
sings, dances and ' -There ought to be
not only a
ilissionary
and is' generally more , active, TV' room." said White. -but one
i• To shrpen scissors. cut sand-,rayei• for.
r1, rne gayer colors would be more •,to get away from TV."
missions will be observed by- the suitable.
paper.
,
•
_
The Ta‘erage,:a home Was odeWi man's Missienary Society of
•
Lively patterns and colrfFs on story.
rectangul
ar in shape. had
the First Baptist Church dating walls, floor and' chair seats in
Bacon curls make an attractive
.hree
beirr•Toms, one or one and
the week of March 4.
and tasty food garnish, served
the dining ro-,m help relieve • ine-half
bathrooms, awning or'hot or cold.
Each afternoon at two-thirty hard.- monotonous appearance of
To make, pan fr
double-h
ung
windows,
low-pitch
o'clock. Monday through Friday, formal furniture. Clear colors are
bacon but before- it is coekee
roofs,
ed
and
was
conservat
ive
•
meetings, will be held at the best -in a kitchen, the specialists
thoroughly. root each slice aroun.
church. Mrs. Pearl Jones is the explained, because they look in glass expanse.
the tines of a fork and stand -Lendrum pointed out weak- ;ends to "crisp." Drain on M.
general program chairman
• II with white
fresh
All members are urged to at- and -light-colored equipment and nesses in this home, among them bent paper before serving.
a lack of enough terraces, portend these me.•:s
app::anCEIS.
t-hes, patios, and bathrooms. •
To prevent fruit cake fronLendrum
noticed that few''crumbling when slicing, use a
-.•imes pryvided kitchen exhaust ,sharp, straight-edged. thin-blad
—LAST TIMES TONIGHT farts, built-in ranges, and fewer ;ed knife. Dip the knife in hot
o..
- han 10 per cent had garbage !water; then cut with a slow,
sawisposabs.
rn , • r

To All Our

Friends, Customers, Home Owncrs,
and Prospective Home Owners
We have been fortunate enough to obtain the distributorship of the entire Glidden Company house paint
line.
This quality paint is nationally advertised in all
the leading magazines and is widely known from one
end of the country to the other, featuring the famous
Spred-Satin 100% Latex Paint, Japalac Enamels, and
many other fine items to make a complete, modern paint
line.
We now feel that we have one of the most complete and modern lines of paint to offer our customers
of any retail paint store in this area. We like to feel that
our friends and customers deserve the best in quality
that we are able to secure and we are continually striving to improve our line so that we may be able to offer
you the best quality products at the best possible prices.
We have deeply appreciated your business in the
past and can assure you that we shall continue to do so
in the future.

Personas

-

•

We will continue to keep our DuPont line of paints

•

in order that we may further serve you.

- tw-h- -

Below we are listing a number of the items which
we carry in stock:
• Spred-Satin (rubber base)
• Spred Lustre (semi-gloss)
• Spred-Glide-9n (masonry paint)
• Pli-Namel (rubber base floor paint)
• Floor Enamels.
• Stains
• Varnishes
• Drama-Tone Colors
• Wallpaper
• Brushes (complete line)
• Paint Rollers
• Sandpapers
• Caulking
• Paint Pots
• Sponges
• Window Shades
• Venetian Blinds
• No. 40 DuPont House Paint
• Dutch Boy House Paint
• Glidden's House Paint
• Duco Enamels
• Custom Colors (576 colors)
• Marine Paints
• Pratt & Lambert "61" Floor Varnish
• Barn and Fence Paint
• Armstrong's Inlaid Linoleum
• Floor Tiles
• Wall Coverings
• Cabinet Top Materials
• Rubberlike Runner
• Firestone Stix Plastic Decorating Material
• Floor Waxes
• Wax Applicators
• Rental Floor Polishers
• Rental Hand Sanders

Society

iris inTok n

ON GUARD WITH GUARDSMEN

It

•

Come in and see us for your painting and decorating needs. Our prices are right, our hearts are right, and
we will try to give you the best possible service.

1'7'7'7
.
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with HOtsEKT CAMPBELL
KATHRYN GRANT

I

SPECIAL PROGRAM!

"Platters & Pictures
ON OUR STAGE
Each SATURDAY 10:30 a.m.

SkiiITARY OF DIWOME Charles E. Wilson, Whose remarks about the
National Guard recently caused a furor, is shown with Capt. William
Stokes as they inspected the First Troop Cavalry of the National
Guard in Philadelphia, Pa. Later, the blunt-spoken deleidA chief
told the guardsmen that "never for one moment has the Guifd, or
the great tradition of its accomplishments on the battlefield been
questioned." But, he went on, the National Guard was not properly
trained for defense in the atomic ags
urged a six-month trainVogiali91
Tea tiot.of Lows4ho4el1
krutliturs rdcKwir

e

Hughes Paint Store
401 MAPLE ST.

"ON THE SQUARE"

1

PHONE 383

0

•-

•

•

—7.77"
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•

•
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Russia Looks
To New
-Exchanges

1957

ummoli

V

S,

i

•

•

• •g

-th* Soviet

levernment Intends
to put its chief
emphasis on
Western European a I Zairs
in
coming months.

A&P
SUPER RIGHT

Britain and France are
cutting down defense spending
. Britain intends to
some of
its tryips out of, est
Germany.
West GermanzChancellur
Konrad Adenanee is worried
about
that. Rujfá is tr;ing to
do
1:itiaines
ith Adenauer by holding
t the
aft of eventual
ication of his country if
Ito deserts the Allies. A national
election is coming up in West
Germany in September.

he

By CHARLES M. McCANIV
VIAlted Press Staff Correspondent
Soviet Russia apparently is
looking forward to a new
,stage
in its diplomatic exchanges %lit
the Western Allies.
That seems to be one eason
Russia already has urged that
for the appointment 9V Andrei
A. Gromyko as So et foreign the foreign ministers of the
U_Irited States, Canada, Britain,
minister.
Gromyko is rut e.:perienced ca- ETance and Russia attend perreer diplomat, who has held sonally the meeting of the United
Nations disarmament committee
RussitCs end succe§sfUlly:
tly *ernational conferences to be held - in London next
as thp'No. 2 man in the 'foreign month.
office.
If this and similar meetings
• Dmitri T. Shepilov, w ho in were held, Gromyko
would be
Gromyko replaces, is- not a dip- superior to Shepilov
as Russia's
lomat at all. He is a career representative. It
may be that
propagandist for the Communist the Soviet government
is looking
Party.
forward to a series of diplomatic
Hence, it seems logical to sug- c,..iierences and wants a
man
gest that Russian leaders thin ins,ead of a buy, rusplumat
ically
the time has come to get a ,peaking, to handle tliem.
nwiessional, instead of an amaMir, back into the post of
KENTUCKY STOCKYARDS
foreign minister.
It is possible, of course, that BACK PROPOSED
the frequently-mentioned "strug- CHECK -OFF PLAN
gle for pov er in the Kremlin"
lies behind the switch.
The Kentucky Purebred LiveCollective Leadership Remains stock
Association has set the
But, for one thing, experienced first week
in April as the target
Moscow eorrespondent say Rus- date for
beginning the nominalsia still has the collective lead- fee °heck-tilt'
plan at Kentucky
ership instituted after the death livestock
markets. •
cfrJosef Stalin.
The fees — 2 eethe
on
There are sharp disagreements
among the 11 members of the cattle sold, 2/3rds, of a cent a
head
on
calves
and
hogs, and
ruling circle in Russia- on both
2/5ths of a cent per head on
domestic and foreign policy.
sheep
and
lambs
— are used to
•
In this connection, it is mentioned that Shepilov is one of promote meat consumption, advertising and promotion.
the followers o f Communist
It is a plan similar to those
Party Leader Nikita S.-Zhrtish7_
used by many other sections of
chev and „Gromyko is one of
the farm industry, such as milk
Deputy Premier Vyacheslav M.
producers, etc.
Melotov's followers.
Kentucky auctior and terminal
is taken to mean that
brilotov, leader of the "totigh markets have not had the plan
in effect, though fcr years neighpolicy" group in the Soviet govboring states' livestock markets
ernment, has won a victory over
Khrushchesv, who led the "liberal have used it.
•
policy" group.
Ray C. Hopper, executive secThat may well be. But neither retary of the KPLA, said pracGromyko nor Shepilov is on tically - every stockyard in Kenthe policy - makotg level. As tucky has been contacted farm,
spokesman for the Soviet gov- er-users, and that the agreeernment in foreign affairs, there ment to the plant by the yards
seems to be no reason why was nearly 100 per cent.
erpilov could not be as tough
Hopper pointed out that the
as Gromyko.
contributions are voluntary. Funds
In fact, Russia's foreign policy collected by the yards for forhas been getting tougher and warded immediately to the Natougher for some time. There tional Livestock and Meat Board,
is nothing liberal, for instance, Chicago, for promotional and
in the Soviet government's fre- rdvertising, work.
quent threats that countries
Any farmer so desiring can
which cooperate with the United refrain from making the payStates in defense may be targets ments, Hopper noted, or can
for mselear weapons.
get his money back if it already
imphasis On Western Affairs
has been collected. The yards
Vilromy-ko may have been -put also charge no fees for collecting
in the pet at this time because the funds.
,

ahis

CHERRY PIE CHAMP AT 17

YOU CAN
PUT YOUR
TRUST IN
SUPER RIGHT
MEATS

Whole
or Half.
Lb.

49

FISH AND SEAFOODS FROZEN

Cod Fillets
wadSc (5 .':B . 1.19)
Fish sticks
3 BILG1c:z 89c
Perch
39c
Oystsrs
89c
Halibut Steaks
39c
Oyster Stew
29c
CAP N
FRIED
JOHN

FRESH
LAKE
YELLOW

PAN )
READY
LB

FRESH EXTRA
STANDARD

(CAP'N
PT.
JOHN )

FINE FOR
BROILING

Rich's Whipped Topping
BIRDS
EYE

10-0z. in
CAN L7C

19c
19c
2 37c
19c
19c
17
CANS

A 'P

FBOIF7113"
:‘31
OR BABY

10-07
PKG.

11-07.
PKG.

A & P CUT OR 9-0Z.
FR. STYLE • PKG.

ALL-GOOD

B_UE PLATE (WATER PACK)

L'suckberries
190
EPTI.:ncrl
2 25c
um
29c
Aprico:;
29c
Eiied Caans
5 'BB.53c
Ina-3
19c
U3
39c
Svlad
29c
16-0Z.
CAN

•

IT'S A PRETTY cherry pie, and it's a pretty Mary Ann Bartholqrnay
who baked it, to become the new national cherry pie baking
champion, in competition in Chicago. Mary Ann, 17, from Henrietta, N. Y.. was the best among champs from 48 ,states, and
territories. She wins if college scholarship, electric range, and
trip to Washington to present the title pie to President Eisen(hartnafmommal Sourtduhutol
Inr,vcr in the Wi..tc

•

6-0Z.
CAN

IONA UNREELED
HALVES

29-07.
CAN

GR. NORTH
OR NAVY,

LADY BETTY
CUCUMBER WAFEA

ANNOUNCEMENT
VOTE FOR

9

ROY POOL
MAGISTRATE HAZEL DISTRICT
am the son of the late Ben and Celia Pool.

383

15 OZ.
JAR

0•CEL-0
PRICE DEAL)

,usi Ail

•

1607.
CAN

STARKIST
CHUNK STYLE

PKG.
OF 2

FLORIDA
*CHILLED

f11.171 U:t

16 OZ
JAR

•110!2isco Sugar Grahams

I6 OZ.
BOX

39c

Spry

Breeze

SHORTENING

DETERGENT

YOUR VOTE AND _INFLUENCE WILL
BE APPRECIATED

to ri“,.

Subject to the Democratic Primary May 28, 1957

37cl 3N1.03

'
CAN

33c

FIRST
CUTS

LB.
PKG.
LB.

LB.

CENTER
CUTS

LB

FRESH
FROZEN

Pineapple
Potatoes
Carrots
Sweet Yams
Cole Slaw
Potatoes
Grapefruit

c

JUMBO 8
SIZE CUBAN

A OOOOOO A— edoo.a,

PUERTO
RICAN

•••
.

( GOOD WINTER
KEEPERS
FLORIDA
DUI:CAN

c

12.
1 LA

ANN PAGE PURE

Grape Jelly 2 ,LA 390
Pork & Beans
29c
PeisA Tomatoes 2 25c
Apple Sauce ouQi:LiPTE:1- 2 29
Fruit Cocktail 3
Orange Juice
29c
2 49c
Asparagus
Corn
2 25r,
BIGC 5207.A4

IONA
16.0Z.
CANS

16-0Z.
CANS

SULT.

A& P

A & P CUT
GREEN SPEARS

A & P GOLDEN
WHOLE KERNEL

Sunshine Itrispy Crackers

1.0 PKG. I GIANT PKG.

32c I

75c

LBS

. PEAK BRAND

2

SULT.

3
10 Bi-13, 49c
2cELLIAGs 29c
29c
2PgKGS.29c
)5O BL,Z6 1.59
59c
8

FOR 1.00

CRISP
CALIFORNIA

S. NO. 1

14-0Z.
BOTTLES

LB'

25c

HDS.

U. S. NO. 1
WHITE OR RED

U

Fab Detergent

1 GIANT PKG

I

LB.
PKG.

PORTER HOUSE
)
SIRLOIN
LB. 89c
LB.
SUPER RIGHT
FRESH

eef SteaksSFUUPLER Ri!AGATURED

GOOD
QUALITY

Lai(.44;lup
A .9P
0,JR 7INEST
QUALITY

2 57c
2 99c
47e
49c
79c
LB. 39c
79c
5 [3% 2.99

COUNTRY
STYLE
SUPER RIGHT
RINDLESS
..
SUPER RIGHT
ALL MEAT

MISSION BRAND

4

4

Sausage:11:0'4:
3(11)'
R1((I)7AFD
1B-z.29c)
Thick Sliced Bacon
Skinnless Wieners
Sliced Bacon
B
(
Ground Beef
Pork Chops
49c
Chicken Breast

Lettuce

Strawberries
tic
PKG:19-1(41111
Cut Corn
Peas
Orange
Broccoli Spears
Lima Bean
CrPin Perms

Shank
Portion
Lb.

JUMBO 48 SIZE ICEBERG

FROZEN FOODS
A&P FRESH FROZEN

BIRDSEYE
CONCENTRATE

a

LB.

CAP'Nl JOHN 10-07
FRESH FROZEN CAN

EIRDSEYE
TENDER GREEN

4

12 to 16
LB. AVG.

30-0Z
CANS

46 OZ
CAN

15.07
CANS
,

lb. MESH
BAG

JANE PARKER

Glazed Donuts
REG. 39c
VALUE

CTN. 33C
DOZ.

Pumpkin Pie
Orange Chiffon

REG•
490

EA

RC
EA
E5G
G K6

eA

39c
49c

DOMESTIC

Swiss Cheese
W.

65c

Swesi Milk R=
Rutter
SUNNYFIELD
OUR FINEST QUALITY

:
V GAL.
CTN.
1-LB.
CT N.

46c
(PO

Prices Ir This Ad Cffcctive "nal SAT MAR.2
AMERICA'S FOREMOST
FOOD RETAILER ...IIMCI 1tS•

CANS
'6°7

16-07.
Box

*in

L7C

Palmolive Soap
REG. SIZE I ,.BATHS.
..
!
.
IZ

3 BARsacl I BARsLI C

Vel Liquid
22 OZ. CAN I

65c I

12.0Z CAN

37c

Crisco
, Lri
CA N.

SHORTENINL

37c: 3 CA3N I.C3

•
•

•
•
.

,

.

•

•••

'
Lk

.

ewe
4.

PARE ST'X

rFa-

ba—
ughter

PAe:

FORMER KING la•rcek of Egypt
and his daughter,Princess Fe rial.
111, arrive at the Rtissian Orthodox Cathedral, Cannes, France,
for-the wedding af.Princess
Marie-Loaise of Bulgaria and
Prince Karl Vladimir of Leiria
ireen. Germnny. It was Princess
'Fotialls first formal society appearance. Ferouk permitiled her
to go out dancir.g without
eliaacrone ace the first time:She
Is the daughter of ex-Qieen
Panda, vekaara-Fierouk divorced
bfcaase she bore him only
daughters.
(International)
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One Child In Fifty Who Enters The First Grade'
Has No Chance Of Graduatitig From , Hi School

THURSDAY ---

Excepfional Children
think of him glas:aententaaly re- states have.
recently begun
Second of a Series
tarded."
estabaish asiftsltered workshop to
By LOUIS CASSELS.
s"
Dr. Kella is Xuperin dent of at • whichese
verly 'retarded chilWASHINGTON 4IP — About special education
in
!'wark.
the
dren
May learn a trade within
:one child in fifty enters the N.
J..-'public la:hod-as and. çsd- their capabilit
; first grade with no chance what- dent of
ies and in. which
the
Internati
onal
Cou
they may continue to work, tinever of graduating from high for
Exceptiii
nal
ChAiren.
Th
der proper supervision, after they
; school
council, a departftere ef the
ow -up.
1
; This child has an IQ below National Education Assn. has
\ No Set Curriculum "
75. on a scale where '100 is the been a major influence in 'astabThe., outlook is brighter for
• arbitrary figure for normal in- lishing training courses • he ken- the "citevallle" child,
said Dr.
tallYeaetaxded slitieleant-enee•ei-Attelliterlatee-NLL.,!natter twee
thitalight lila- of
he tries, or how hard his teach- ly every U. S. public school teaching, heart master
reading,
ers. and parents try to help system since World War 1I.
avrning and aaitlernetic. The
hintehe cant make the regular - -While- • these entirsiect differ-In dal 'classes proaided for ape.e
him
scree tatitails, all are . haacti on also will
academic grade.
expose ham to science,
Twenty years ago, he would the concept that the low-IQ civics, history, elemental business
; have become one of the human child', who may learn rex! to courser', music and art,a
rejects of the educational mach- nothing in the regular eleerourn.
ThereIre no fixed grade levels
inery. After failing two or three can leaen a good deal if pat through which he is asked
to
I prades,
Into
a separate croup under a progress, no
he would have been
hard-and-fast curteacher with speeial train n.
ailawed to drop out of school.
riculum. The ttiacher tries to
Educable vs. Trainabie
Today. according to a woman
help each child. grow in knowDr. Kelly spit!. me-allay re• who has done much to make
ledge and exiterlence as ter ead
it possibte, this mentally-retard- tarded _ chilaren are generally as fast as his personal eapabilii
:
ed child car, stay in school and. 'ct:s ided .ree two cateetaies. ties permit.
•:rough sptscial tiainingtprograms Th..,e with IQ's in . tha i Inge
"We've established That these
tailored to his capabilities, can of. 50 to 75 are atteeriCaei as children can absorb a variety
prepare for ;an adult life that 'educable:" Thee under 50 are of vocational training," said Dr.
will be useful, happy and norntal caned "trainable."
Kelly. "They can be prepared
i lir all eiteelitial respects."•
• iSelieol- :programs • tor train- fur semi-skilled jobs in textile
able" children focus on helping plants and some
other industrite
Success la Possible .
them achieve self-sufaceeicy in
-Many prove adept at up- I
"We beiteveal said Dr. 'Eliza- cialy Mil, and .a degree of
holstering and -tailoring. Some
beth M. Kelly. -that a• mentally- se.c.al adjustment.
can learn, to make chahge, fill
retarded child who grows up 'There's
not much point in out . sales slips and etherwise
ta be self-suppUrting has achievtia•mg to • teach these -children etualiTy fur jobs .as stock clerks
ed, is great eictory in life as
to read and write." Dr. Kelly • or sales clerks!'
'he bright child who Pecumet a
femous lawyeae. doctor ;of col- said in 'en interview. -Rut we'ee
found that they have a greater &Next: Physical and psychologilege priifessor.
petential for learning- manual cal "learning blocks" may handi"If the Parents of a handicapped child. -accept him ter skills than was preyia tee I y cap a child.
what , he is, ang plan far his thought." .
future in realtsitc terms ineleaci. N t.`1,11— Jersey, Ohio and other Pow
• nf hopeless dreams. he will find
Widespread Use
has niche in life. And by- -the
time
atm no one wiil
CHICAGO
w survey
%hews that .there are almost :0,000.000 power lawn mowers in
use in the I.7ri;ed States.
. The total of 9,770.000 at the
crier of 1955 represents an increase of 27,'per cent over 1954
I when ehere were 7.990.000 manieurine the national Lawns,
The pow'ar lawn mower jousinese iertargely'a paete-ar develop_
trent. and has boomed with rob'urban eapete.ione In 1949. the
hest year for which fieurec are
anvailahle. 140.000 powelle mawers
, were sold.
Tn 1975 ealee of all types .to14140 ahem, 2.400.000 unite. At
en essiriateel average price of
5140. 'hi' would arnnont to a
retail voltime 'of aS240.000
--It. T. FaucTolf. president•of Poe
seett Products. said a corLearrie
r
eairlk by his firm indicates 2.500,000 homeowners viii buy
rawer
earirs In lf9-. ard that nearly
arelfell'at number will have owned
• • me previously..

locier

MUG
A

with
purchase of
- each- 2--oz.
•
jar of

AMERICAN
ACE

AND YOU GET TOP VALUE STAMPS, TOO

Large
Boxes
BIF 3120
MEAT 3
Broccoli Sp'rs4 :)°,,°:

INSTANT
COFFEE
a-r-ILLS1ST.eaaT
tit
• 1Sata,RT
•
•f

E
0•:f-SVSPJ.I.

111-aa.

Now

youyts

HMIS SAKES, presidtnt. of
Humble 0.1, the Houston, Tex.,
firm v.•hich vecipitated an indnstry-wide rose in oil prices,
glees the Senate antatruet robcommittee in Waihangton his
boost reason. Reasont The
Su•z crisis necessitated the increase because it apotlighted
Deed for discovery of mere otl
In the U. S. (interne:tonal)

Have you tried

AKRON, Cd,10 .111 —
lotr,Orran Earl 1 Elliot me
me lag f.rst stolen car repi
Tteeday. The car was his

Allead cf Her Titre

SUNFLOWER

PEAS 6
Orange Juice 6 tins
Spinacii-8
303
Cans

Cans

KROGER FROZEN

KROGER

ICAS RAE KOSHER

Dill Pickles

141

KROGER FROZEN

I 2-oz.
Cans

GOOD QUALITY

Tomatoes 8
Yellow Corn 8

4 Qts

KROGER

KROGER WHOLE'KERNEL

Chili w,q, Beans4 itz..

PEACHES 4
AVONDALE SLICED OR HALVES

•

LNaorge
2sit $1
Cans

3-Piece Plastic
Mixing Bowl Set

54" Ironing Bd.

Reg. $1.95
Valu•

10-Piece Socket
Wrench Set

Pad and Cover

Pink & Turquoise

S1.00

Si ▪00

A

P511

ALUMINUM

Grease Dispenser
Easy Pouring, No Spilling
Dollar Day
Va!ua

ft

b1.00

RED ALL PURPOSE

89c

LB.

is

VENT

POTATOES

bag.

New Crisp

I Apple Sauce 7

303
Cant

KROGER SALTINES
G'iCArTcliai pe
KrogerRTENING
NoGLE181 BREAD

Vroger

Sauer Kraut 7 can.
Green Beans 7 g3„,
Yellow Corn 7fns
303

I

$1.

VUE

50

I:roger

Avondale Cut

A GOOD START

KROGER

K. P. LUNCHEON

THE POLE'S FAULT
11-reP. 1'17 Calif IP
Seoin Wright 35 was inHe'ir' when they erreeteil
him
n
rt of drink drie ire
- car calliited ruth
:
Thee related
r•
ne. ''het pole jurria •
• at and hit me."

T

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES
WILSON'S

Oil Rise Reason/

id

rote tia,sS

*.t"7"4,R

g inzq AMERICAN
ACE7
COFFEE
•

FEBRUARY 2, 1957

$

Avondale Cre^rn Style

JOAN OF ARC

8

pkg. 5c

3 lb. can 79c
2 for 33c

25 Lbs. $1.49

303 Cans

TOP QUALITY
SMOKED
SUGAR CURED
4 TO 8 LB

'CLD-TIME FLAVOR in light, light cornbread!

.1
tOl
,
;1

FREE
COUPONS

• to nips Stivno writ Con,
Meal Mix, add
new"••••t milk
refresh buttermilk. I or 2.sees
• beaten slighf!y, 2. tob:etpoo.s
Meltedfat. Mix welt Ball in
hot greeted cornviek,or muffin
en-,:ds about"S minutes at 1:5450.

ORIGINAL
RCSPitS
!!I.'/FRFLATE

9

AVERAGE

Lb.

WHOLE FRYERS
WIENERS 3
r. "

Lb. Bog

f900E1. raney Palen, 23, h-1',
tar tire) fr rn alaecura 1"5," en
eirel unit-computer waira precactci reeasureee nti of tee
re-! "atlet, Aracrire of 19a.i."
ie alio armatures tin to tae
value-re rata ts 13 yeare et
c' '1
". Vita: st•t: tie-t
(
e ii no, tr.- in Nr .1
• '• : ie. 71;S a -re

FICURNEV; 16 Lb. up. Lb.

roLoGNA

Per Pound

-

39c

SOLE FILLET

Pound

49c

ap.••••;•••-wierwir.
,
••••••-w, 1.0.0•411111141111111111~110/11111111.••••
•

on sale today

17,,,,,td!,bade)
MAGAZINE

J.

iiicer ;

Per Pound

39c NECK BONES

••

KnOGER

MARCH

JEC
39c

LEAN MEATY

LARGE—BY THE PIECE

....:111
.
44.:41•74/L

•

016:7

$1.09 SLAB BACON

CLEM!

TOI

'1 •

KROGER FARM FRESH
TOP QUALITY GRADE—POUND
SUGAR CURED—HICKORY SMOKED

FKINLESS

Murray Wholetille
Grocery Company

4

FLOUR

•

This is the wonderful Mix made from white corn
meal of highest quality and milled by Sunflour. To
g.ve feathery lig'ntness, a special blend of baking
powder has been added, With iu,t enc1n ?,1( to
seo.ori. I: is so
caufully mcat:red
anAenixed• that you
got extra 112h1, extra
W11
tasty cornbread
RECIPE
eery time!
printed on the bag
Also available plain

25c

AVONDALE SELF-RISING

KIDNEY BEANS

Corn Meal MIX?

lb. box

•ausbassitelleaSSIIISY

Per Pound - -

KROGER
Great Northern

BEANS
10 lbs. 99c
Chef's Delight

CHEESE
SPREAD
2 lbs. 65c
Lay's Twin Pack

Potato Chips
lb. 59c
AP"

Fish Sticks 3

Si

KROGER

Perch Fillet

Lb

STORE HOURS —
MON. thru THURS.
8-6
...
FRI. and SAT. 8 - 8

1

•

• -a-aa

1
a
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.1•11.•

,,••••••••••.•••••••.
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THURSDAY - FtBRUARY 28,
1957

F-Eatrui- Transfers

I

Livestock
Report

E. E. Youngblood and wife Trudie
to C. C. Locke - lot

1" 28, 1957

3o por

word for one day, minimum of 17 words
for 50e - 6.
eludes

por

ward

and
insurance
Co., 502 Maple,
617.
F28C

AUTO, FIRE, LIFE, and Inland
Marine insurtnee. Contact Wayne SELECTION of new 2 and 3
piece living room suites, odd
Wilson, phone 321.
11413C couches, platform
rockers, bed'51 DODGE pickup. New motor. room
suites, bedroom
chairs,
Good mechanical condition. Call lamps, also a good selection of
1954._
_
•
F. C good used furniture. See .beliare
you buy. Exchange Furniture
BIMUTIFUL Modern six room Company, 3rd and Maple. Phone
home, garage attached, located 877
on hard surface near high school.
Price $8500, only $1000 down, STUDIO
COULH in good' condihas
FHA
loan
transferrable, tion. Makes full size bed. Will
therefore no closing costs. Month- sell at a
bargain. Phone 1280-M,
ly payments $58.50 w ch in1000 Poplar.
RUC

CROSSWORD PU
ACROSS

E

37-So be IC
33-Large
39-Chemical
conipound
41-Man's
nickname
42-Openwork
faieric
43-Vital organ
45-%Vriling
implement
46-Comely
48-Handles
51-Organ of
bearing •
63-Country.of Asia
54-Negative
55-Foot like part
:oft-Unusually
57-One, rig matter
which

1-Press rim
pa!, meta
4- i Itlia la Ya
M.11011181

hoot of
%% hales
12-Anger
13-Ascended
147-Female ruff
15-Chewed
17-struck with
terror
l9--Beam
20-Color
31-Repulsive
23-Conjunction
24-Royal
7-lieciare
4-Upright timber
in wall
30-River In elberfa
31-Symbol for gold
32-Narratives
34-Initials of 261h
President
35-Ruddines•

0
I

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

P

II

j7

22

V"
.

17

SS

Mie

M4

4
55

'Ø32
A
lial ' 27

V 59
A

•
A

IIII

Or 44'

aill
05

495e

•as
fir

4

27
57

D••••• II

ng

Cs

52

U..I... S r..4.

FFOR RENT

iF.YOU have any rubbish, limbs,
brush, ashes and etc., that needs
hauling away, Lan 624.
M1C

ATTENTION! Will do practical
nursing daytime, or take elderly person in my home. Phone
1057-W. Mrs. Fred McClure. M1P

L-:,uccor
6-Nova Scotia
(abbr.)
7-Beloved
3-Displeasure
9-Farm and its
buildings.
10-Roman bronze
1I-Encountered
16-Manner
16-Part of foot

ij

ls

WANTED: Married man with car,
age 22-40, with high school education, to work 8 hours or more
daily.. Must have good perionality. We train and finance. Phone
./1.111er Brush Co, 422
Columbus Ave., Paducah, Ky.,
SEWIN
MACHINES
Necchi phone 3-2777
Clifton Coleman,
Domestic, Bro'her. Repair all
Manager.
M9C
makes. Write or call Allen's
Sewing Machine Ex., 210 S. 4th.,
Paducah. Dial 2-8900 or Murray
phone 1091.
MlaP

NOTICE

MUMSO MOO
UM [WOW0
. 1210121

20-Epleurs
21-Employment
22-Frenchmen
-3-Portleo
25-Funny trick
26-Huge
28-Thoroughfare
(ahin-)
29-Expired
22-Saccharine
33-Printer's
measure
36-Diffyrent
pereons
13 Fruit
40-Proportion
42-Confederatejg•
general
44-Iron support of
millstone
45-supplicate
46-Vigor (colloq.)
47-11irrs name
Wt.-Rename
•
49-Measurs of
weight
SO-Pigpen
13-Clergyman'a
degree (abbr.)

Jean Weeks •
Wift
as

turn 'to her position
air Sty I ist at
•

Judy's 2.. uty Shop
Friday, Mar
1
For Appointmen
Telephone 1091

1957
• Standard Diary.,
• Aristocrat Diary
• Cash Account Diary
Auto Record Book
Auto Expense Book
Travelers Expense Book
Day-At-A -Glance Book
Memo Book
1.957 Calendars
°Mee Supply Department

Ledger & Times
Call 55

•--EUZABETH SEIFENTS NEW NOVEL

A Call for -DOctor Barton
C1968 by lrlianbeth Seifert Reprinted by_permission
of the pubRiMer, Dodd. Mead•Co. Distributed
by Kim gestures Syndicate.
A

CHAPTER 21.
Barton is,". Peal said tenderly. died. As Gregory Kopp cl'^1. rut
'THERE was a little stir of
Here Mo intervened, and his ob- not from the effect* of the ewe:I recognition and excitement as jection was upheld.
geney surgery."
Pearl - Bronl made her way down
"Now, Pearl," said Judge Cow'
"That's your opinion."
.
the courtroom aisle. She took the .n. -win 'you please tell the court
"Yea, sir, it ia. 1 might add.
oath, smiled, sat down and looked about the night of January sev- that given the same set ot cirabout her.
enth? What happened? You were cumstances, I would repeat-the
The people in the courtroom called out there, you said . .."
exact medical procedure I used
exchanged pleased glances. Grady
"Kopp asked me to go. He came for the Kopp child. Though, anBarton took a deep breath.
into town after me and said he other time, I would myself go to
"Miss BroniC said Judge Cow- might be away all rught. He court to enforce medical care tor
en, "will yoqjell the court where wanted me to come and stay with the child early enough to save
you were on the night of January Gregory so his wife could rest."
his Life."
seventh 7"
"Go on, please. What happen"As your dramatic tracheotomy
"Why, Judge, you know where ed?"
did not dc.," said Mo.
was!
I was satin' out at 'Copps'.
I
"Well, I don't rightly remem"No, Mr. Chronister, it did not.
The baby was sick, and Mr. ber what time it was. It was well There was so much lung congestKopp had to go away. He asked after supper, I'd washed up the ion that I had to seek to remove
me to come and stay the night- dishes and all. Miz Kopp had the obstruction which, from the
his wife ain't strong, you know." gone to bed, when' I saw that first, had caused his trouble. I did
"He called you and wrked you Gregory was worse. He had a and that obstruction-a quarter
to do those th'ngs?"
convulsion-like. Got stiff and his which the child had swallowed.
"Oh, yes, air"
back kinda bowed up. He didn't There was extensive infection
"Had you stayed with his seem to be breathin' for as long caused by its long presence; the
ikrandchild before?"
as a minute at a time. And I got lung and bronchi were completely
"Yes, sir, two - or three times scared and phoned Dr. Barton and involved-and the baby died. I'm
since he got sick. Maybe as many I told him to come out there, sorry; I did what I could. Which
as six times."
whether he wanted to or not, that is about all any doctor can do."
"How long was the baby ill?" he couldn't let a kid die. And he
"It sure wasn't enough!" cried
. "Well, it began on Christmas did come, too. Within the, half- Kopp, jumping to his feet.
Day, and he died on the neventh hour."
Order was restored, and Judge
--that's two weeks, ain't it?"
"Can you remember just what Cowan asked a few more ques"Could you tell us, in your own the doctor did?"
tions of Pearl-defining the fact
words, how the baby was ill? And
"I won't forget It to the last that the doctor now accused hal
the changes, if any, in his con- day I live," said Pearl solemnly. been called to the house by a perdition over those two weeks."
"lie picked up the baby on the son delegated to be in charge of
"Oh, sure. Well-first it seemed crib mattress and he brought the the sick child.
like he had a cold. All choked up whole thing out to the dinin'
Then he turned to Mo Chronisand breathin' hard. Real hard- room table. He had a little knife ter. "I'd think this case could be
you could hear him all over the --11 real little blade it had, don't dismissed as showing no evidence
house, lie spit up green stuff- think it would even peel a pu-tata of malpractice-unless you are
an that got worse. Sometimes -tart he held it Ince it was an- trying to prove that Dr. Barton
there was blood. He wouldn't eat other finger, and the kid strug- went out to Kopp's farm with the
not even when they gave him glin' to get its breath, turning a Intent of doing murder. In which
milk in a bottle-and he got thin. funny dark color, and the doctor case you'd have to establish his
He couldn't sleep good on account .put his two fingers on his throat motive. Can you establish such a
of' it bein' so hard to breathe. He -" Pearl demonstrated with the motive,' Mr. Prosecuting Atwas an awful sick baby. Mr. second and third finger of her torney."
Kopp told me to rub his chest and left hand "-and then he stuck
Mo's lips twitched, but he said
ogive him syrup- an' we fixed a that little knife in With his right nothing.
'homemade croup kettle. Finally hand. He spread the cut with his
"No," said Judge Cowan silkily.
he brought a regular one from other hand and he put in a piece "You cannot. Therefore,"
he
the store-so I know he was wor- of red tubing, and all of a sudden turned to the magistrate, "Your
ried. He's a close man with a the kid breathed-whistlin'-like Honor, I a.sk that this charge of
dime."
this --" Her big mouth made a criminal malpractice be dismissed
The magistrate pounded for si- rhythmic, whistling sound.
for Lack of supporting evidence."
lence, but the people went on
• Judge Cowan tbrned to Grady.
The ease was dismissed. Thb
laughing, with Mo ettronister "That was rs,-trarheotorny, Or,
matter was to be drapped
shouting objectiorts and the gavel Barton 7"
As for Kojap . . . Down on the
pounding-and Kopp himself red"What I did then, yes, sir."
• theeked with anger.
fl"Had you," Judge Cowan ask- sidewalk, as the dottor prepared
"But he didn't call a doctor?' ed, "personally ever done that to step into his car. Kopp's hand
fell heavily upon Grady'a shoulq "Oh, yes, sir, he did. On Christ- sort of operation before?"
mas' he celled Dr.- Barton, and the
Grady looked at him in amaze- der.
doctor wanted 'totake little flreg ment. then he laughed a little and
"Just a minute, Doc," he rasptii Madison, and Kopp wouldn't. shook his head. "I was admissions ed, his breath iinpiPasant in
An' about a week later, Kopp had physician at a big city hospital, Graik's face. The doctor stepped
Doc Stone out, and he gave a Judge Cow,in,• for several years. back, his distaste evident. "I just
prescription, but of course it did- Since children get diphtheria and want to tell you," said Kopp
n't do no good. I kept beggin' strep throat and swallow every- angrily, "that here and now I'm
.K4-3pp to do what Dr. Barton thing in rearti, I would safely es- promisin' to run you out o' this
said, but he jest, told me to shut timate that I have done, person- town. And no smart lawyer's
up, He's as stubborn a man as
ally, as many as 250 tracheo- gonna stop me!"
I.e..? knew!
tomies."
How far elan Kopp earl's%
"Dr. Barton was worried, ton.
'Mere they all fatal;'' asked
Pie Rep' aakin' me how the kid
hls threat Continue Chapter
Chronister. "Or many of
was doin'-- and you coal see him them'"
??, of "A Call for Dr. Sarnia"
i bent' sorry. He's a fine man, Dr.
sir. Sonic a the children tomorrow.
'14%
_
_
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RIMINI"kin

FIVE ROOM unfurnished house
at 1107 Sycamore St. Phone 601
or 1;249.
F28C

Whitey Lockman .

2 BF.pROOM drrturnished apartment. located at 304,
,i South 12th
the Giants in 1952, when he led
St. Call 16 or 700.
M2C
the National League with an
earned-run average of 2.43 while
5 ROOM unfurnished apartment. winning 15
games and losing
Available now. Call 33. 503 Olive. three. He had a 4-9 record
last
M2C year.

I

'

Bus. Opportunities

Vacuum cleaner- brushes should
be cleaned frequently. If they
become greasy, rinse them
through a little non-inflammable
cleaning fiuid.

EGYPT AGREES TO GAZA CONTROL

‘791.S.1 HE HAS BLUE CROSS" NERE'S ills CARD„
When disaster or sickness strikes, make sure YOU
have Blue Cross. With Blue Cioss protection, you
can concentrate on getting well. Authorities- *11
us that one family in 3 will have a hospital case this

OWN Y01.7411 OWN .drive-in business. $8000 to $15,000 net per
season possible with easily financed Root Beer Drive-In. Pro' tected franchise. Over 325 Eros'tops established nationally. $1145
down on equipment and signs.
Prefab building cost complete-approximately $3300. Write P. O.
Box 45, Vincennes, Ind.
Land
wners
We need good corncial locations.
M1C

That's why you can't afford to be without
Blue Cross. Join over 600,000 other Kentuckians

'ear:

in Blue Cross membership.
Blue Cross is major protection for

Mu

r

KU 1--.
!:4111:1D - surgical com-

•
111
Hi...
•• 0

panion

of

Blue Cross, Fisis an

allimance to your Physician for

(Continued treq

Page Two)

SIIIELD

.Centers: Wilson 22,
eilala ,2.
Guards: Ricks 2 Ford
Kirkaey (44)
Forwards: Falwell 1, Edwa
6, McCallon 1.
Centers"- Mannirik. -Reeder.
Gilards: Darnell 28, Crick 4,
Garrison 2, D. Edwards 2. •

*outcry

performed

in

hospital,

home or doctor's office.

Arc ocnti.cicon 65 or under and in good he,'
we Cro,,-Poe Shield is open to ledividuols-i,
.a _Iola. a Gromp Plan.
--Don't delay-448 in and mail this Coup
IT TAKES MTN

Murray (45)
Forwards: Pugh 6, Wells, Rairnes 4, Hurt 1.
Center: Hill 6\
Guards: A
Buc
lm
.ho
Shroati

12.
(35'
Forwards: Peeler 11, 1,0vett 4.
Center: Pritchett_ 15.
Guards: Reet'es 3, McCarty,
C
^r-ic

c.pplyI
t :Airy

NUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN INC.
RL- 1
231 vea Mpin
2 Kenfoxl.7
Mom* sond
ohlmEelon on opplitafkom
P., 114.• Cross Hmpitol Plea. I dm 42 m vodor
end m good Amoilk.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
HAT

1...111
.

BAG HAMMARSKJOLD (left), United Nations Secretary General, tells
the General Assembly in New York that Egypt has agreed to full
military and civilian control by the U.N. in the Gaza Strip upon
the Israeli withdrawal. Hammarskjold also assured Israel that U.N.
forces in the Gaza Strip "would be enrolled toward putting a definite
end to all incursions and roads across the border from either side."
Previously six Arab countries intsoduced a resolution calling for
economic; military and financial sanctions against Israel. At right
is Prince Wan of Thailand, UN.Assembly president.(International)
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VIE WO
FARM BUREAU MEMBERS: SEE

NANCX

YOUR

FARM BUREAU AGEIPIT

by Ernie Bushmiller

HERE THEY COME --- I'M
ALL SET FOR THE
SNOWBALL
FIGtri

FREIGHT
ELEVATOR

°
0
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ABBIE an' SLATS

by Raeburn Van Buren
WONDER WHY THAT
HEAP'S PULLING OFF
THE\ROAD?

1-7,-

UL' ABNER
-,li J'allet
,/

ffe

,46.
1.

MAE,HONEY-TH'

øNLtAivIEOREF_
..,
,
IN OVER FO'A WEEK.

THAR
IS!',
'

by Al Capp

NON -AN''AD'IS STILL

SHE

LINGERIN' HERE IN
PINEAPPLE JUNCTION-

siGH'Itf-AH HATES TO NO

JEST WAN

GO BACK 1-ME -AN'
FACE HORR I BLE REALITY
NAMELY, EDWARD R.
MUSHROOM-

LINGER,AN'
DREAM 0'

YO'GOTTA

COME HOME,
\
Ai:ACE TH'
HOW LOVELY
CKS OF
LIFE WAS WHEN
LI
, HONEYNASELY
The LATE LI'L
EDWAkD R.
ABNER WAS
HERE.*IIF ME. MUSHR
M,
AN'ALL' L. e-

TH A1717-

;f

ri
^

.
1.

"
•Mlemmems4mr.e•mommmone-

•
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PAGE WEN.

SiffCROSS'

ST. LOUIS NATIONAL LIVEEr E. and Trudy Youngblood to
STOCK MARKET
C. C. Locke - lot
Hogs 8,000. Active. Barrows
S. N. Thumasson to Goebel and and gilts 25 to all cents higher.
Sows mostly 25 cents higher. 180
Jessie Roberts - 5 acres
to 240 lb. barrows and gilts
17.00 to 17.75; top 18.00; sows
Willie L. Jones to Morgan and
400 lbs down 15.'Ia to 16.00.
Graynell Cunningham - lot
Cattle 2,7041. Calves 500. Moderately active on steers and
Neal Wheatley to Walter R heifers with prices showing
unJones - lot
even strength.. High choice anal
prime around' 1,,.va ID. steers
Freeman Juhnson et_ex _to Mar.- 22.1.10; good and choice heifers
shall E. Bradley et ux - lot and mix.3c1 yearlings 17.00 to
14.00; cows- atatie - strong to
Henry Taylor to Robert L. Kelly 25 cents higher. Utility a is
- lots
commercial 11.00 .to 1.3.110. Bulls
steaoy. Utility and commercial
Johnnie
McCuiston
to
Brent 14.00 to 15.00; veaiers and calves
Scarborough - land
active and
steady to strongChoice vealers 25.00 to 28.00
Freeman Johnson to Z. C. Bnix prime 29.09; good- and choice
- land
300 to 500 lb. siaugnier calves
17.00 to 19.00.
Sheep 1,000. Fully steady to
strung. Choice woolcd iambs 21;
(Continued from Page Two)
The 33-year ulr right-hander en- good and choice iali.snurn 19.25
joyed his greatest season with Lhoice 20.00.
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HELP WANTED 1

MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
ovei half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121
M16C

m.,
ogmo Domm,ogg

3-Alltioat
4-Phinder
7

NOTICE

A

1-Excavate

•

OARESI 777
ADORE
A
A
A
S E DUEIL

OD MOM 00MMBIal
MOU WWOMOMUMM
mum muo REITIO
UMOMPOODZ MQ0
EI00000 @MU r30

DOWN

2

far tame days. OlaasHIad ads ant Payable M advanats.
•

taxes

FOR SALE
Tucker Realty
I Call
483
or
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Tv

ing fur another session on
bus" -- once, in a stiiti
- ,1 Agnes DeMille. We gut to talkilh
-Omnibus." The medium his lioyhood and three times in ing about It and it interestedis. he admits, nretty Wady stuff4•
devoted• to the Consti- me.
_ seriet
_
old campaigner.
"But why I do TV at all, 1
,totem. His next appearance on
11 was Welch. a Boston Tau:- Ihe ABC-TV show will be March guess, is something else. Let
h was Catapulted to fame ; 24 when he and choregrapher me iput it this way -- I'm an
Th?tv
years .ago .when de es- Agnes - DeMLIIC wiU split the ! old man and I've been a lawyer
- istic commentlen a ballet ! all my life. And the law is a
' -;ayect-the -role of special counsel legal-art
delightful Debi.
to the Artily during !_he Army- deyoted to Lizzie Borden.
McCarthy hearings. For one
Something - Different
"But now suddenly, here I am
multi - week stretch, his face
-You ask me why I do TV" late' in life offered the
op:By WILLIAM EWILD
LL:ap seen on TV ainiost as often a• id Welch with a wry \grin
portunity of doing something
United, Press Staff Correspondent -as Arthur Godfrey's.
'
"Well. I'm doing - !his net shoy quite different. Here I
am comNEW YORK .11`.
Josioh
Since that time, Welch 'has ii Orrintbus• chiefly because \o
ing into contact with an kinds
N-;*.
petkine a' 6q.
cn "rb-- n•
cl:rnor conver
ation
,
1
of pe,TIe no -rd:r1:11- y person

At 66 Joseph
Welch Enters
TV Field
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!Silo Gas Can
Be Dangerous

a few years - ago by tour Ueiver-; ton, one ot the researchers.
problem because_of the nature of
'sity of- Wisconsin biochemists.
First Noted in 1949
his job," says Dr. Crompton. "It
I • They told the American CheriAlthough the apparent cause of Is difficult fur him to change jobs,
; ical Society that new silage -au- the disease was discovered only and yet once he has contracted
MADISON. W.
A dan- parently gives off dangerous ni- recently, -rttany scientists believe the disease, it is absolutely necgerous and little-understood dis- trogen dioxide gas during the first the sickness has been common essary that he avoid the condi-,
easy that ettecks farmers is being • few' days- after silo-filling. Farm- ;ever since silos have been in
use. ;ions whoch might cause the
investigated by a research team ers who gea a big dose of the gas They tdeorize that it was former- ease."
•
the University of Wisconsin. i.are often disabled and have to ly diagnosed as a type of pneuThe nitrogen dioxide gas in
quit farming. The gas damages monia.
silos was first noted by WisconThe disease is called silo-fUlers'
- the lungs - and prevents normal
The disease is usually not fatal. sin researchers in 1949. Collectdisease. Its cause was discovered
breathing.Painful coughing and shortness -ing .at the bottom of the silo
There is no specific cure, but of breath are the first signs of chute, the gas was concentrated
could ever hope to meet. Won- cortisone has helped sonic vi - the disease.
as high as 115 parts per million
, if; I p,00le"
tins according to Charles Crump"The farmer has a peculiar ; of
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SALE
emesen-im.7:-...75,swetuiskaps
GREEN SPRING - La4ge Tender Bunches

[PET

.4
Lti

Oc PET
210

t

FLORIDA SEEDLESS

2 1.43 130).

6-0Z. GLASS

HOUSE

.4

.•

_'m_

SMOKED SHORT SHANK

NO CHARGE

me,same

heaveily

NEW
LABEL

9c
3 lb,
II
— SAVE 10c —

can

elk

!! A M

MACARONI

73

'tic
GLOSS STAPr1-1

2, for

Blue Label Syrup

24c
LINIT 1 1 2-Lb.

WAXTEX

2for 2.9c

1113c

FULLY
MATURED
CORN FED
BEEF

CORNED BEEF
HASH

(Reg. Price 59c)

49
21
0'
C
29
C
lb

27c

15-0/.

35c

1S-oz.

9

C

T'MATO KETCHUF
C
I.B

49

NABISCO RITZ

2.5c

59c lb.)

Hi). 35C

POPSFIll E

BAGWELL

'POPCORN

APPLE BUTTER

95c

AIRTIGHT
MOISTURE PROOF

Large
LAYS Twin Pack

14-oz.

u 161,VM

BEEF STEW

" 7

lb

SHANK
PORTION

vatruht
freshness
in a bag!

4POL

Patted
MEAT

HEINZ

(half or whole

lb

(Reg. Price 75c)

10c Off

39

FIELD or MORRFLI.
PURE PORK
1-LB. CELLO PACK

BUTT
PORTION

3i3

KARO

ARGO

65c

10c
DRESSING

MORRELL'S LIZ CUT — FULLY COOKED — THE HAM THAT'S
ALREADY BAKED!

RED CROSS

GIANT ECONOMY SIZE

MIRACLE WHIP

Beet Roas5,

ct
us

I 5-Oz,

7-0z. Can -

SALAD

29c

FOR SLICING

5
1
10til
iblift

HIPOLITE

lb

SHOULDER or CHUCK

PICNIC HAM

C

10c Oft
-PINE- - SILVER
APPLE
DUST

lb

& MEATY
BUTT

trit

r‘

'

ISWE7..T POTATOES 101cb

FRE H

CAN

t
t—e3
•

f
ef

TRAY PACKED

Vienna A.LLI,AGE

.MAXWELL
I-NSTANT
, .A

NO 1

WORTH MORE

(Regular 69c)

1O Cf

1

79c

CRUSHED

Jr'-

t gc
%

lb

4

MATO SOUPcan101
SLICED BACON
39
S
PORK ROAST,ABEOSNTON

CHEFS-E—
SPREAD'

ir.).k.
.
.
.t..:i. ,: '

I

CAMPBELL'S

FIELD

APPLE

C

IR?gC
•

Off

BANANAs

GOLDEN RIPE - Delicious Sliced or On 'Your Favorite Breakfast Food

Masson,
NONFAT
DRY MILK

MAKES 12 OTS.

„Cr

PURE

1

----

•

•••

TOW

1-Lb. 19c

DOA
FOOD

29c

22- 44 I

19c

3/25c

20 Mute Team

B3-1 .7a.
1-Lb.

1

Food
Market

•/▪ C
PIO

, .
'

4
• ---r•-- g-es-z:'size

2/39c.
. ,

• LOTS'OF PARKING SPACE

35c

• Friendly Courteous Service

•
•

•

•

•
-tr--

•

• Phone 1061

0

